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ABSTRACT

One of the most important aspects of the urban environ-
ment concerns the definition of and the rel-ationship between
the private and public domains. The resolution of this prob-
lem is critical- to the welt-being of al-1 Lhose who inhabit
and use these environments.

This study involves an examination and application of
a hypothesis concerning the territorial structure of cities.
The hypothesis includes a model of urban structure which
is preéented as being the most effective.way of accommodating
the- needs of people for privâcY, social interaction, and
ease of movement. This model of urban Structure, on which
all urban environments buiLt prior to the twentieth cen-
tury are based, stands in strict contrast to an alternate
model of urban structure which is increasingfy being used
as the basis for much current urban development.

An existing residential environment, based on this al--
ternate pattern, is examined and analyzed in order to es-
tablish the validity of the hypothesis. Based on the results
of a questionnaire and an observation program, this analysj-s
demonstrates the extent to which the problems experienced
by the residents can be attributed to the territorial struc-
ture of Èfre environment.

The major component of the study involves the preparation
of design proposal-s which illustrate ways in which the ex-
isting ãnvironment can be modified to conform with the model-

of urban structure developed in the hypothesis. The design
proposals include investigations of the physica! modifications-ne.ã"".ry to rehabilitate the environment and of the methods
and procèdures involved in the actual transformation process
itself. The emphasis is placed upon the development of design
proposals and implementation procedures which would facilitate
the- active partièipation of the residents in the modification
of their envitottment. Each of the three design alternatives
represents a unique design response to a different set of
factors concerning the cost, phasing, exLent, and rate of
re-development.
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OBJECTIVES AND METHODS



1. I Introducti-on:

Of the multitude of arti-facts which Man has crafted

for his use and delight, there is probably not one more fasci-
nating, nor more complex, than the city. From the dynastic

seats of power of ancient Egypt to the commercial/industrial

centres of North America, cities have always been places of

tremendous colour, richness, and diversity. The great variety
of people and activities inevj-tab1y produces, in cities, an

intensity of human interaction and experience which is possible

in no other contextr it is the challenging opportunities and

the almost unlimited possibilities generated by this intensity

which have consistently attracted people to cities for centu-

ries.
Because of the great diversity and complexity which

they embody in both their social patterns and physical forms,

cities have always been intriguing objects of study. Stimu-

lated by the need to resolve the problems which invariably attend

the evolution of cities, by the desire to enhance and enrich the

potentials of the city, and. by curiosity itself, countless

people through the ages have contemplated the forms, patterns,

and processes with which they were confronted. Conseguent,ly,

the j-nnumerable theories and images which have been developed

are as diverse as the phenomena they describe. Cities have

been perceived as everything from arbitrary blights to works



of art, and from intricate machines to natural organisms; to

describe the city is to describe Man himself.

One of the most interesting and fundamental aspects

of the city is the manner in which the relationship between

the individual and the society is reflected in the physical

form of the environment. Stephen Cohlmeyer, in his as yet

unpublished manuscript, Building Blocks - The Territorj-al-

Structure of Cities, has hypothesized that the form of the

urban environment has traditionally been based on a pattern

which ensures the autonomy and identity of the individual

while providing him with abundant opportunities for interaction

with others. According to Cohlm.y"rf, the basic components

of the pattern include "private domains", which are under the

exclusive control of the individual, and "public network",

which is intended for the use and enjoyment of all members

of the socÍety. The central point in this theory, which will

be discussed in detail later, is that the private domains and

public networks are arranged in a particular way and are de-

fined by a third element which Cohlmeyer2 cal-l-s the "protec-

tive-presentational boundary" .

Citing many examples of traditional environments,

Cohlmeyer argues that this organizational pattern is common

to all urban environments which, through both their longevity

1. Stephen C.
Structure

Cohlmeyer, Building Blocks - The Territorial
of Cities. (Winnipeg, unpublished manuscript,

IeTe) p 9.
2 . Cohlmeyer , Buj-lding Blocks , pp 11, l-0 3 .



and their intrinsic qualities, have effectively demonstrated

their viabiJ-ity. Moreover, rather than limiting the possi-

bilities for diversity, this basic organizational pattern go-

verning the territorial structure of urban envj-ronments has,

in fact, facilitated the development of those cities which are

now celebrated for their richness and variety and for their
capacities to provide people with pleasure.

I.2 Reason for Study:

The reason for investigating this issue at this time

is precisely because an alternative pattern has been developed

and is increasingly serving as the basis for much urban develop-

ment. Cohlm.y..3 argues that environments based on this
pattern, which involves an alternative relationship between

the private domains and public network, are incapable of meet-

ing the needs of either the individual or the community at

large. To the extent that the traditional structural pattern

has been rejected, the individual will neither enjoy the priva-

cy necessary to ensure his autonomy from the group, nor will
he enjoy.the opportunities necessary for the social interaction
which is the basis of his identity with the group. Inasmuch

as the environment no longer reflects and reinforces the funda-

mental relationship between the individual and the society,

the social fabric of the community will be threatened.

3. Cohlmeyer, Building Blocks, pp 4-9, 120.



If it can be demonstrated that the problems experi-

enced by the residents and other users of these environments

do, at least to some extent, derive from the particular terri-

torial structure on which the environment is based, then the

questions of renovation and transformation become highly

relevant. Specifically, what kinds of physical modifications

would be necessary in order to make these environments more

capable of satisfying the needs of those who use them? Can

relatively minor modifications be effectj-ve in achieving this

goal or would the transformation of these environments require

major demolition and reconstruction? And, just as important,

what is the nature of the process of transformation? Will the

way in which these modifications are implemented necessarily

cause major disruptions, or is it possible to devise an incre-

mental and evolutionary process which can itself become an

integral part of the continuing, daily activities of the resid-

ents?

An investigation of the opportunities and problems

involved in repairing these environments, rather than simply

replacing them, is timely for two important reasons. First,

research and common experience have convincingly demonstrated

that the socj-al costs of inadequate physical environments are

exorbitant both for the residents and for the community at

large. Second, in a time of economic restraint, it is becom-

ing increasingly important to develop ways of using and re-

using resources (including existing environments and infra-



structure) in the most effective and efficient manner possible.

1.3 Objectives:

The general goals of the study are to further investi-
gate the hypothesis concerning the organization of the urban

environment and to explore the implications of applying it
to the task of modifying existing environments. The study

involves three specific objectives which relate to these

goals

a) The model of urban structure developed by
Cohlmeyer wil-1 be tested in order to ascertain
b.he extent to which it actually describes the
experiences of people who live in urban environ-
ments.

b) Alternative design proposals will be prepared in
order to investigate the physical modifications
necessary to transform an existing and problematic
envj-ronment so that it conforms more closely with
bhe hypothesized model- of urban structure.

c) The methods and processes invol-ved in the modifi-
cation of an existing environment will be explored
in order to determine how environments can be

ffi:'åliî"*3:li"T:i:l :?"ii:ï:3"T: ffi:"H:uli:-

1.4 Methods:

The central strategy for achieving the objectives of

this study involved working directly with the residents of an

existing housing developmenÈ. Because physical environments

must foremost offer pleasure and satisfaction to those who use

them, it is from the residents themselves that planners and

designers must seek guidance. However, the nature and value



of user participation in design is a very difficult problem

currently surrounded by much controversy. On the one extreme,

many people believe that the planning and design of environ-

ments should be carried out by those specially trained for
the task. On the other extreme are those who argue that environ-

ments can and should be designed solely by those who will use

them.

There were three specific reasons for asking the

residents of an existing project to participate in the study.

Fj-rst, the residentsr own reactions to their environment would

be essential in establishing the validity of Cohlmeyer's model

of urban structure. The assumption, in this respect, was that
the model would be valid to the extent that the problems

experienced by the residents corresponded to those predi-cted

by Cohlmeyer. Second, the proposals for modifying the environ-

ment would be based on the needs and desi-res of the residents

themselves. This would ensure that the design proposals \¡/ere

as realistic as possible. In this wây, it would be possible

to determine whether or not the model of urban structure was

broad enough to accommodate all of the normal reguirements of

contemporary residential environments. Third, the processes

of transformation could be investigated with reference both

to the daily needs and activities of the residents and to the

techniques which would most likely be available to and used

by them for mod.ifying their environmenÈs.



1.5 Site Selection:

The housing project selected for study j-s an estab-

lished but recent example of a residential environment based on

a pattern of territorial structure different from the tradi-
tionar pattern described by cohlmeyer. Located in a recentry
developed suburban area in hlinnipeg (Fig. 1), Willow park

East Housing Co-operative is surrounded on two sides by simil-ar

low-density housing developments and., on the third side, by

a railway track and an industrial area (Fig. 2).

wlLLow
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?,1 lmires S

Fig. 1. LocaLion of Wi1low Park East
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The project iÈself includes L74 two-storey townhouses

constructed in groups of 4,6, or 8 attached units (Fig. 3l'
pg. 57) " The units are organized into five "bays"; each bay

consists of units which are orient,ed around a central group

parking lot connected to the street by a driveway. The five
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bays are separated from each other by a large, relatively un-

developed greenspace. A multi-use building caIled Willow

centre is arso rocated on the site; it contains a convenience

store, health-care and community services, day-care facilities,
and 52 apartments for senior citizens. Excluding the apart-
ments in Vlillow Centre, the project has been developed at a

density of approximately 12.5 dwelling units per acre (net) .

From the point of view of this studyr ârr important

characteristic of Willow Park East is its unique form of
tenure. As a housing cooperative, !ÌilIow Park East is collec-
tively owned by the residents who pay monthly operating costs

rather than rent. In contrast to private rental or public

housing, cooperative housing provides residents with almost

complete control over the management, maintenance, and develop-

ment of their housing.

In June of 1979, the author approached the Board of
Directors of willow Park East and presented a proposal outlin-
ing the goals and objectives of this study. At that time,

the residents were considering the next stages of the develop-

ment of their project. Although their inmediaÈe needs incrud.-

ed play areas for children and general landscapirg, they were

interested j-n studying longer range and more comprehensive

development strategies as well. rt was agreed that in return
for the residents' assistance in deveroping a primary data

base, the author woul-d present the concrusions of the study

and would provide copies of the finat report.
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2.I Introduction:

While virtually everyone is, to some extent, familiar

with cities and has some concept of what they are like, few

people are able to agree upon what makes certain environ-

ments "urbarr" and others not. For the purposes of this study,

the definition used will be that suggested by Jane Jacobs in

her excellent book, Death and Life of Great American Cities.

According to Jacobs4, the distinguishing characteristic of

"urban" environments is that the majority of people who inhabit

them are strangers to one another. Nevertheless, the complex-

ity of urban life demands that, simply in order to survive,

people must form different types of inter-dependent relation-

ships with a great many people who they do not personally know

and probably never wi1l. Jacobs argues that the form of the

"urban" environment has, over the ages, evolved as the most

effective physical means of accommodating and facilitating all

of these diverse, often short-term, but essential relation-

ships among strangers.

The model for urban structure developed by Cohlmeyer

describes the elements and their relationships which, he

argues, comprise the fundament.aÌ patterns on which the form

of all successful urban environments have been based. The

4. Jane
(New

Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities.
York, Vi
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first section of PART 2 includes a discussion of this model

of urban structure. For the most part, this discussion is

based upon the concepts and terms developed by Cohlmeyer in

his manuscript, Building Blocks - The Territorial Structure

of Cities.
The second section in PART 2 focuses upon the alter-

native model of urban structure which has been recently develop-

ed and which is increasingly being used as the basis for many

contemporary urban environments. This section will include

discussions of the basic elements of this alternative model,

the reasons for its development, and its application in the

case of Willow Park East.

2.2 Traditional Model of Urban Structure

Successful urban environments are all based on funda-

mental patterns which both refl-ect and facilitate the diverse

and interdependent relationships of the people who inhabit

them; patterns which ensure t.he viability of the group while

preserving the autonomy of the individual. According to
q

Cohlmeyer', urban environments are comprised of many indivi-

dual private domains and a continuous public network (Fig. 3).

"Private domains" refer to those portions of the en-

vironment which are controlled by the occupant, either an

individual or an institution, and to which public access is

5. C.ohlmeyer, Buildi-ng Blocks, pP 72, 15, 103.
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Fig. 3. Private Domains and Public Network

permi-tted only upon invitation. Private domains can be either
interior or exterior and commonly include houses, apartments,

backyards, stores, churches, offices, factories, etc..

"Public network", on the other hand, refers to those

portions of the environment which are intended for the conve-

nience and enjoyment of all people and in which behaviour

is controlled and monitored by the group as a who1e. public

network, to which access is free to all members, includes

streets, parks, sidewalks, bus stops, and market and civic
squares.

It should be noted from the examples provided that
private domains are noÈ necessarily private property. Vf,hereas
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private domains have existed for thousands of years ' the con-

cept of "private property" is a relatively recent invention.

The defining characteristic of private domains is the control

enjoyed by the occupant over public access; whether or not he

owns it in the legal Sense is quite secondary. For instance,

a rented apartment or townhouse is a good example of a private

domain which is controlled by the occupant but not 1ega]1y

owned by him

sj-milarly, public network is not always public proper-

ty in the sense of being owned by the society as a whole or

its representatives. Pub1ic network refers to those places

to which all members of the community have free access, r€-

gardless of who owns it. in the legal sense. Examples of public

network which are, in fact, prj-vate property include the out-

door pedestrian streets associated with some recent downtown

commercial developments .

The distinctions between private domain and private

properÈy, and between public network and public property are

important with respect to Willow Park East. Residents do not

individually "own" the units in which they live yet the units

and yards are certainly privat,e domains. Similarly' the green-

space and t,he parking lots are as much parts of the public

net$¡ork aS are Tynda}l Avenue or Shaughnessy Park. The reason

for this is that most of Èhe 500 residents of Willow Park

East are, not Surprisinglyr strangers to one another; because

public network is defined as those places to which access is
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free for all members of the communiÈy (including strangers),

those parts of Willow Park East intended for the enjoyment

of all members must be considered public. Therefore, even

though it. is managed, maintained, and paid for by the member-

ship of Willow Park East, the greenspace must be considered

as part of the public neÈwork.

The most important characteristic of healthy and

comfortable urban environments is that the distinction between

the private domains and the public network is clear and un-

mist.akable. There are two very important reasons why the

distinction between the private domains and the public net-

work is so critical:

For many aspects of their lives, individ.uals
need or desire privacy. This privacy is only
possible in environments to which public access
is controlled and which the occupant knows to be
secure from intrusion by others

People also need to be able to move around in
urban environments and to meet and relate wit,h
both strangers and friends on a common ground.
They are only able to do these things if they
are certain that the meeting place or movement
route is in fact "common" ground; i.e., that it.
is public.

The appropriate distinction between private domains and public

network provides the individual with privacy and control and

permits all people to move around in the environment and to

conduct their affairs with comfort and freedom.

The question then arises as to how the private domains

and the public network are distinguished and., more important,

a)

b)
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how they are identified. In traditional urban environments,

the "protective/presentational boundary" is the ensemble of

spaces and objects which, according to Cohlmeyer6, fulfill-s

these functions. The protective/presentational boundary both

protects the sanctity of the private domain and presents it

to the community; it both defines the limits of the public

network and identifies it as public (Fig. 4).

pRorEcfl ve/eneseNTATtoNAL BouN DARy

PRIVATE DOMA¡NS
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tû PUBLIC NETWORK

Fig. 4. Protective/Presentational Boundary

Often commonly referred to as the front, face, or

public side of the building, the protective/presentational

boundary consists of symbols which are readily recognized by

nfi

6. Cohlmeyer, Building Blocks, pp 9-15.
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the members of the society for what they represent. These

elements commonly include decorated facades with entrances

and front yards with walkways, ornamental planting, low fences

or hedges, the address numbers, and, mailboxes. These elements,

and others, are usually combined in ways which express the

identity of the occupant. and the nature of the activities

which occur in that private domain. Examples of building types

in which the protectiver/presentational boundary clearly ex-

presses the activities which occur in them woul-d include sub-

urban houses, grocery shops, theatres, and banks. As well as

protecting the private domain behind it and presenting the

identit,y of the occupant, the protective/presentational

boundary defines and identifies the public network. The

individual feels comfortable in the public network because

the continuous line of protective/presentational boundaries

which defj-ne its edges identifies it as public territory;
as Cohlmeyer expresses it, "he knows where he stands", with

respect to private territory.T

Cohlmeyer argues that the most effective way of

structuring the urban environment in order to ensure both

privacy in the private domain and ease of movement in the

public network is by means of the city block (Fig. 5). Common

to a1l traditional urban environments, city blocks are com-

7. Cohlmeyer, Building Blocks, p 4.
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CITY BLOCK

PRIVATE YARDS

IBACK YARDSI

BUILDINGS

PROTECT r VE/P R E S E NTAT I O NAL
BOUNDARY I..FRONT.'I

PUBLIC NETWORK

Fig. 5. Traditional City Block

prised of a number (usually) of private domains whose private

sides are oriented towards the interi-or of the block and whose

protective,/presentationaL boundaries form a continuous edge

around the outside of the block. Thus, while the privacy of

the domains is ensured because they are located in the centre

of the block, the public networks are defined and identified

by the continuous edge of protective/presentational boundary.

The pattern and form of the public network are deter-

mined by the arrangement and configuration of numbers of city

bLocks (Fig. 6). Defined by a continuous protective,/presen-

tational- boundary, the public network consists of movement

routes and expansions of these routes to form amenity 
"pu.""=.8

8. Cohlmeyer, Building Blocks, P 12.
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The specific form of the public network is intentionar and

significant in itself (rather than "left-over" after the city
blocks are developed) and derives from the activities which

occur in it. While some of these activities involve movement

and other specifically public activities, most activity in
the public network is generated by Èhe protective/presentation-

ar boundary it,serf. Being the point of contact between the

private domain and the pubric network, the protective/presen-

taÈional boundary generates most of the social activity for

J_ _J__j-_J__J__J_ _

t-- _ L__l__J
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which public network is required: people coming and going,

children playing, goods being delivered, everybody watching

the "passing scene". All of these activities not only acti-
vate the public network, thereby creating the opportunities for

casual interaction, but also serve to render the public network

safe and comfortable for all users; as Jane Jacobs u.rgrl.=, 9

a street busy wiÈh people going about their daily activities
is both socially viable and safe.

Cohlmeyerfo argues that the pattern of city blocks

with private interiors and the public network defined by a

continuous edge of protective/present.ational- boundary has

characterized virtually all urban envj-ronments throughout

history (Fig. 7). The validity of this model for urban

Fig. 7. Patterns of City Blocks
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10.
p 56.
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development stems not only from its t,ime-proven universality,
but also from the particular ways in which it optimizes the

individuaLrs opportunities for both privacy and social inter-
action. The fact that it. is a very traditional way of buil-
ding in no way militates against the diversity and variety
which have always characterized. the best cities, nor does it.
decrease the potential value of the model as a tool for
addressing the very real and unique problems of the twentieth

century city.

2.3 Modified Radburn Model of Urban Structure

The particular pattern on which Willow Park East is
based has its roots in planning concepts developed during the

second half of the 19th century in response to the very real

and pressing problems which accompanied the rapid growth of

industrial cities. Appalled by the terrible conditions under

which much of the urban population was forced to live, social

critics and planners sought new urban forms which, they hoped,

would more adequately satisfy the needs of urban dwellers

and the unique requirements of a rapidly developing urban

industrial econo*y.11 one of the most influentiaL of these

was a residential community developed at Radburn, New Jersey

in L929 (Fig. 8). Incorporating a number of significant

1l_. Francois
Century "

Choay, The Modern City - Planning in the 19th
(New York. G. Braziller, 1969) p 9.
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clarence steinf2, in his book Towards New Towns for

America, outlines the goals of Radburn- Reacting to the

squalor and degradation of nn:ch of what they saw around them,

the planners of Radburn set as their goal the development of

a totally pre-planned, low density residential environment in

which security, comfort, and stability were assured. This

community would be adequately isolated from what were perceived

as incompatible land uses and connected to work and shopping

areas by high speed, efficient movement systems. Moreover'

the new community would be designed to provide residents with

ample opport.unity to enjoy lots of fresh air and large, park-

like open spaces.

Convinced. that these objectives could not be fulfilled

within the traditional patterns of urban design, the Radburn

planners developed a new pattern based. on concepts still

commonly used today. Steinf3 d"=.tibes these concepts as

follows:
a) Superblocks: Sometimes comprising some hundreds

of dwelling units, Radburn type projects were
usually developed on large, continuous pieces
of land known as "superblocks'r. The reduction
of the number of public streets to those which
were absolutely necessary for vehicular movement
and access l.¡as based first of all on the belief
held by many that the urban street itself was
the source of most of the city's social iIIs.
Second1y, the reduction of the number of streets

12.

l_3.

Clarence Stein,
York, Reinhold,
Stein, Towards

Towards New Towns For America- (New
ï95TJ- pp-37-aa.

New Towns, p 42.
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provided the devel0per with savings in the capitalcosts involved in their constructionf4, The 
"uper-block concept was also an advantage to the tarle-developers who usuarly initiated these projectõin that it facilitated the maximum centiali-zation of planning and design.

uni-functionar Roads: rn contrast to the compJ_ex-ity of traditional_ streets, the vehj-cular road-
ways of Radburn projects v¡ere conceived of assingle-function movement routes for vehiclesonly. Planned to serve or encourage no othersocial functions (for pedestrians) I access roads
were developed as parts of vast, hierarchicalregional movement systems; systems intended onlyto provide efficient and rapid communication bel
tween the various isolated parts of the city.
Vehicle-Pedestrian Separation: It was felt thatthe only way of ensuring the safety of pedestrians(at a time when the automobi_le was becoming the
dominant mode of transportation) was through theabsorute isolation of pedestrian movement iystemsfrom vehicular movement. systems.

Interior Park: A large greenspace or park system,reserved for pedestrians, v/as intended to serveas the structural backbone to the development.
Replacing the traditional street, the inieriorpark would provide safe places for children's play
as well as a pleasant context for adult socialinteraction.

Dwellings Turned Around: Dwe1lings would be
designed with two "fronts", the móst importantfacing the interior park system and the otherfacing the service/access lane. (However, inreality, dwellings were virtually never designedwit.h two "fronts". Rather, stanáard units wltf,a front and a back were used. As discussed beIow,this lead to confusion because it was neverclear which way the dwelling shoul_d f ace.

b)

c)

d)

e)

14. Stein, Towards New Towns, p 47.
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The plan of the typical Radburn development consists

of dwellings which face out onto an interior park system. This

park area is usually developed with walkways, recreation

facilit,ies, and landscaping. The dwellings are organized

around a service/access lane for vehicles which is connected

to the regional roadway system (Fig. 9).

'Plan of a typlcâl 'Lane' at Radburn.
The park in the center of the superblock is
¡howir ¡t the top ; the motor ways and foot'
ways to the houies ¡re et right angles to the
park

Fig. . Detail of
Clarence

Radburn, New
Stein, Towards

Jersey, 1929 (from
New Towns for America. P. 41. )

DeveJ-oped just, after World

example in Winnipeg of a housing

War II, Wildwood Park is

development planned on

lrRoNts" oF uNtrs

PUBLIC

an
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the Radburn prineiple (Fig. 10). However, wildwood park

j-llustrates a probrem which read to a modification of the
originar Radburn principre. Having perceived the vehicle
service lane (located behind the dwerling) as a more signifi-
cant public network than the greenspace, residents have quite
spontaneousry modified their dwellings over the years so

that the "front" door i-s now on the service lane side; the
dwellings have been "turned around.".

PUBLIC WALKWAYS

PUBLIC STREETS

,fr),

'þ"i^é

Fig. 10. Plan of Wildwood park, Winnipeg
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This phenomenon of residents re-orienting their dwell-
i-ngs to face the service lane was recognized by pJ-anners and

incorporated into the original Radburn principle. The resurt
was the "Modified Radburn P1an", of which lvilrow park East is
a classic example (Fig. 31, pg. 57). vtilrow park East consists
of "groups" of units which face onto the parking lots rather
than onto the greenspace. rn all other respects, however,

vùiIIow Park East exhibits typical Radburn features: the

superblock (comprising wilIow Park East and wiIlow park west) ,

an interior pedestrian greenspace system, and. access roads

(and parking lots) which are planned primarily for vehicle
movement and, access (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11. Willow Park East

PARKING

FRONTS OF

HiülË-'NtffiK. )
(------ 

cREENSpAcE < (
UNITS \rrrï._ .r1 !
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2.4 Summary:

In general terms, the goals of the original planners

of Radburn $/ere commendable; it would be difficult to argue

that separation between incompatible land uses, access to

natural or park-like environments, and safety and security

are not important elements of satisfying human environments.

However, the Radburn plan, developed in order to achieve these

goals, was based on the total and unquestioning rejection of

almost all previous patterns of urban development. In particu-

lar, planners rejected the crucial territorial structure of

private domains arranged in city blocks and public networks

defined by continuous protective/presentational boundary.

The major differences between the structures of the

traditional urban environment and of Wi11ow Park East can be

summarized as follows:

a)

b)

Private sides of building
(incLuding private out-
door space)

Prote c t i ve /Pre s en t aÈ i ona L
Boundary

c) Public Network

TRÀDITIONAL

- hidden from public view
in the centre of the
bLock

- forms a continuous line
defining the public
netvrork and the private
domains

- conÈinuous anil intentionaL

- defined and indentified
by continuous protective/
presentational boundary

- combined ¡novenent and
social spaces; pedestrian/
vehicLe separation through
detail design

WILI,oW PÀRK EÀST

- exposed to the greenspace
and to the surrounding
streets

- discontinuous; occurs in
broken segments

- much of the pubJ.ic netvrork
not defineal by protective/
presentational boundarY

- continuous, but Euch of
it is 'left-overn rather
than intentional.

- much of iÈ defined by
private sides of units
rather than by protective/
presentational boùndarY

- segregated pedestrian/
vehicle rnovement gystems;
single function vehicLe
system and isolated
social spaces.
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3.1 fntroduction:

The relationship between people and the environ-
ments they inhabit is characterized by a complexity clearly
demonstrated by the tremendous diversity of forms found both

around Èhe world and throughout history. The forms of environ-
ments vary according to the available technology and resources

and to the various needs for shelter and climaLic protection

exacted by the local environmental- context. But, perhaps more

significantry, physical form is the outward expression of overt

social behavioural patt.erns and of the value systems and

priorities which underly those patterns; environments are

boÈh contexts for human activities and symbols of those

activities. Howeverr âs contexts for human activities, environ-

ments do not necessarily satisfy the needs of those who in-
habit them. Rather than serving the users by facilitating
their preferred lifestyles, environments often promote frus-
tration, conflict, and dissatisfaction.

This recognition, that the physical form of the

environment is itself an important factor in the quality of
life enjoyed by the inhabitants, has, in the recent past,

stimulated a great deal- of research. Using concepts and

techniques recently developed in the social sciences, research-

ers are directing much of their efforts towards the develop-

menÈ of methods for the examination and evaluation of exist-
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ing environments. While this research is already resulting

in the establishment of more responsive criteria and stan-

dards, the actual methods invol-ved in testing and analyzíng

environments are still in the early stages of development'

one of the very difficult problems facing those try-

ing to determine the level of satisfacÈion experienced by the

users of an environment is that people often Say one thing

and do quit,e another. william Michelson' a prominent research-

er in this fiel-d, discusses this common problem in his book'

Man and his Urban Environment. Michel=onl5 argues that, far

from being a problem for the researcher, the common, human

habit of saying one thing and doing another provides a key to

understanding the relationship between the user and the

environment. In order to fully understand the relationship

between the user and the environment, it is important to know

how the person feels about his environment as weII as how

he actually uses it. Each type of information provides a

slightly different but essential perspective on the problem;

either perspective alone is an insufficient basis on which

to attempt to analyze an environment'

Inadditiontothedevelopmentofaconsiderable

number of theories, recent studies have result'ed' in the develop-

ment of many Èechniques and methods for providing data useful

15. William Michelson, Man and his ulÞ_a¡ Environment.
(Toronto, Addison-w
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in analyzing environments. rn order to assist in the evalu-
ation of vtillow Park East, data colrection techniques !.rere

selected in order to provide information on how residents fel-t
about their environment and on how they actually used it.
The major purpose of the data gathering techniques was to
identify those aspects of the environment which inhibited or
conflicted with the needs and goals of the resi-dents.

3.2 Techniques :

The techniques for gathering data were selected in
order to provide as much information as possible concerning

the relationship between the residents and their environment

at willow Park East. The techniques were chosen and designed

to provide information quickJ-y and economica1ly.16

a) Informal Observation and Interviews

During a period of approximately two months in the

spring of L979, the author attended the meetings of the Board

of Directors, participated in informal discussions with
residents, and engaged in casual site observation. The purpose

of this was twofold. First, it was necessary to establish a

comfortable and non-threatening relationship with the resi-
dents of the project in order to encourage maximum partici-
pation and cooperation. Secondly, Èhrough these informal

16. For a 'basj-c and thorough guide to field research, see
L. A. Schatzman and A. L" Straus, Field Research:
Strategies for a Natural Sociology@rentice-
Ha]1, 1973).
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contacts, many of the major issues of concern to residents r¡lere

identified. Knowledge of these questions and issues was of

great assistance in determining the focus of the structured

data collecting techniques.

b) Questionnaire

In order to gather information regarding residents'

attitudes towards Willow Park East, a questionnaire was dis-

tributed to each of the 174 units. A questionnaire format

was selected over focused interviews because of limitations

in the time available for fiel-d research and because of the

broader sample of views which it would provide-

The questionnaire included 59 questions and was

designed to require about 30 minutes to complete. Two major

types of questions were asked. "Open-ended" questions vùere

intended to encourage spontaneous responses which would per-

mit the identification of unanticipated issues - e.g.:

36. VJhat do you I i ke best abou-f the parking
I ots? (Check one. )

-l 

donrt have to wa I k f ar to mY ca r
_1 he apPeeran(.c

-¡ 
can see mY car f rom mY un iT

good for ball-games, bicYcles,
and r -f r ikes

_other:

)3, Should lhe play areas for very young
ch i I dren be separated from those for
older children?

_Yes 
-Nowhv?
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"crose-ended" questions were asked in order to gather certain
types of information which could be quickly tabulated and

analyzed - e.g.:

33, Do guests or del ivery people ever ex-
press diff iculty in f inding your urit?

-rarelY_occas iona I ly

-iî;::i'.i 1t",,

The questionnaire was pre-tested. on several- occasions in
order to ensure that all the questions !.¿ere clear and that
the length of time required to complete it was acceptable.

(For a copy of the questionnaire, see Appendix 1.)

c) Observation Program

A program of site observation was developed in order

to document how the site was actually being used. The objec-

tives !{ere to find out who was using the site, what they were

doing, and where they were doing it. The emphasis, in this
respect, \das placed upon the recording of those activities which

were frequent and common rather than those which viTere excep-

tional or unique. The information included the documentation

of directly observed phenomena (people actually engaged in
activities) and of the physical evidence of unobserved

activities and attitudes (worn turf, flower gardens, patio

furniture, toys, vandalism, drawn drapes, etc.). The attempt

was also made to document the extent to which residents had,

on their own initiatives, modified their environments. The
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procedure involved a predetermined tour of the site at two-

hour intervals from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.. In this wâYr the

events of two full weekdays and one weekend day were recorded.

Observations were recorded directly onto separate site plans

(8L" x 14") for each tour using a code (Fig. l-2) to permit

rapid, accurate, and inclusive documentation (Fig. 13).

Behaviour traces and environmentaL modifications vrrere also

recorded on separate sheets.

3 å cr;té(
¿A al"Jt
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Fig. 12. Code for the
Growing Up in Cities.
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d) Photography

A collection of photographs was prepared to document

both activities and behaviour traces. In addition to this
documentary function, photographs were taken to assist in the

analysis of other data and for presentation purposes.

3.3 Limitations

The data collected has certain limitations which stem

both from the nature of the process in general and from the

specific techniques employed. In order to ascribe the proper

value to the data, and thus to optimize its usefulness, these

limitations must be fulIy understood. These limitations are

drawn from two very good books in which the methodology of

this type of research is thoroughly discu""ud.17

At some point, it becomes impossible to rigourous-
ly separate those influences whj-ch derive from the
physical environment from those which comprise
the non-physical environment (personal, social,
educational, political, economic, etc.). À11 of
these factors together affect and influence the
individual's state of mind with respect to any
one particular issue.

People's react j-ons to a given environment are
usually extremely diverse; the validity of
generalization becomes suspect when the majority
of opinions diverge.

Residents' observed acti-vities and their
responses to questions represent onJ-y the condi-
tions at a particular point in time and space.
Such data does not accurately reflect the constant
flux and flow which normally characterizes the
individual's values and priorities. Furthermore,
the demands placed upon a given environment

17. Schatzman, Field Research, p 6, and H. F. Andrews and
H. J Bresla@sfaction an@
Preliminu

4.

a)

b)

c)
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change over time as the resident population
evolves and changes. Aspects of the environment
which are reported to be satisfactory today may
be considered totally unsatisfactory tomorrow.

Residentsr attitudes towards particular data
collecting techniques (or researchers) may pre-judice their responses. The quality of the data
may suffer if respondents feel intimitated,
threatened, condescended to, or confused by thetechnique. In extreme cases, the exercise may
be ignored or even sabotaged.

In any process involving the collection of primary
data, the bias of the researcher inevitably
influences the resul_ts. How data is col1eóted,
selected, organized, and used involves decisions
which can predetermine the results of the study.
These decisions are inevitably influenced by
the goals, motives, skiIls, and even by theprevious life experiences, of the researcher.

Due to the complexity of an issue like the re-
lationship between the user and his/her environ-
ment, it is inevitable that an immense amount
of information is coll_ected. Many problems occur
regarding the logistics of storage, retrieval,
comparison, and the presentation of this infor-
mation.

3.4 Analysis of the Information:

The responses from the questionnaire and the data from

the observation program were tabulated according to an organi-
zational structure which facilitated rel-atively simple retrieval
and comparison. The categories of the organizational structure
incruded all of the major factors which were judged to influ-
ence the satisfaction of residents. Additionar categories

were also provided for general- demographic information and

for the needs and goars as expressed by the residents them-

selves. (For the responses from the questionnaire see Appendix

d)

e)

f)
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2ì for a Surnmary of the data from both the questionnaire and

the observation program see Appendix 3. )

Two factors in particular influenced how the data

was used. First, the time available for the analysis and the

Iack of computer-assisted storage and retrieval meant that

the data was used for the most part as it was tabulated. As

such, there was very little opportgnity to conduct a multi-

variable analysis of the information. Secondly, a great deal

of the data involved qualitative assessments on the part of

the respondents which were very difficult to relate. For

example, the relative importance of child safety to conven-

ient parking ultimately invol-ved a value judgement during

analysis.

It will also be not,iced that the data was used with

restraint and that, in fact, some of it was not used at all.

This was partly because of the difficulties encountered in

collating the data by hand, but mostly because much of the

data did not seem to clearly indicat.e strong preferences

shared by significant numbers of respondents. In this sense'

the data did confirm the expectation that residents v¡ere all

very different in terms of whaÈ they valued and how they felt.

There is no question but that the attempt to generalize about

peopÌers motives and feeÌings is very risky indeed.

A more important criticism of the methodology, in

general, concerns the failure to collect the same kind of

data on a contrasting environment. This lack of control data
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meant that ult.imately there was nothing against which to
compare the data collected on Willow park East. However,

these probrems and deficiencies notwithstanding, every attempt

was made to use the data as judiciously and impartially as

possible.



PART 4=

WILLOW PARK EAST:
RESIDENT SATISFACTION
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4.1 Introduction:

The purpose of PART 4 is to investigate the extent

to which the problems experienced by the residents of Wil]ow

Park East can be attributed to the particular territorial

structure of the environment. The first two sections include

discussions of those aspects of the environment which the

residents found to be eiÈher quite satisfying or not at all

satisfying. In the third section, these features identified

by the residents are analyzed in terms of the territorial-

structure of the environment; the validity of Cohlmeyer's model

of urban structure is established by comparing the actual

experiences of the residents to those predicted in his hypo-
1Bthesr-s.

4.2 Positive Features

The data collected by means of the questionnaire and

the observation program indicated that there r¡Iere a number of

features at Wil1ow Park East with which residents were quite

satisfied. The major positive characteristics of the project

included:

a) Location

Most people expressed satisfaction with the location
of willow Park East. Access to shopping and to work was
convenient, especially for those who frequently enjoyed
the use of a vehicle. The loca1 neiqrhbourhood was also

18. Cohlmeyer, Building Blocks, PP 111-119.
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considered to be an
a family (Fis. 14) .

appropriate place j_n which to raise

f,Ã-f E(ì¡I ñ/iE] EUE
I @

i

ïn general, residents indicated that they were happy with theunits. characteristics mentioned included havi_ng a privateentrance, ready access to outdoor space, the nuñber'of rooms,and the general layout of the interior iFig. 15).

Fig. 14. WilIow park East

b) The Unit

--lL-

-ll
EftE
EUE

r--:-!J]--I s(lF] E/iE] gUE| ø
i
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Fig. 15. Typical Unit
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c) Pedestrian/Vehicle Separation

Many residents expressed satisfaction with the rel-ative
safety offered by the separation of pedestrian and vehicular
circulation. rt was mentioned that children, in particurar,
\á/ere able to move around the site with a mi-nimum number of
hazardous road crossings (Fig. 16).

*:, :r': :l i.ijJ ¡t'?lf r,î:.iil,"f i'l f r¡ 
¡,

Fig. 16. Vehicle/
Pedestrian Separation
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d) Parking

Although there were some problems with parking at
Willow Park East, tr,ro particular characteristics were ap-
preciated by most residents. These included the convenience
of being able to park close to the unit and the security
provided by being able to see the vehicle from within the
unit (Fig. l-7) .

Fig. J-7 . Parking

e) Resident Control-

Residents also seemed to be quite satisfied with the
form of tenure. Because the project is a housing co-operative,
residents not only pay less rent than in equivalent private
rental accommodation, but also enjoy considerable control
over how the pro_ject is managed and how mone]a is spent.
Some residents also seemed to enjoy being able to fix up
and maintain their units and yards (Fi9. 18).

F'ig. 18. Ðevelopment
Unit and Yard

of
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4.3 Negative Features

The data also indicated that residents experienced

a number of problems at Willow Park East. The following is a

discussion of the more important of these. The references at
the end. of each discussion refer to studies of other similar
environments in which residents also experienced the same

problems.

a) Prj-vacy

Although most residents said that they liked their
patios and used them frequently, a great many indicated that
they felt that they were both too small and not suffici- .

ently private. This lack of private outdoor èpace was a
problem especially for those residents whose patios faced
the street (Fiq. 19) .

Fig. 19. Patios Exposed
to the Street
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However, the problem was also mentioned by those re-
sidents whose patios faced the greenspacei many of the re-
sidents in Lhese units had sought to increase the privacy
of their patios by building higher and stronger fences and,
in some cases, by planting trees and shrubs 19 20 (Fig. 20).

Fig. 20.Patios Exposed
to the Greenspace

b) Legibility

A second problem mentioned by many residents v/as that
visitors and delivery people often have difficulty finding
their way around. Visitors to Willow Park East apparently
have trouble finding the location of specific units and
experience confusion when moving through the site. A par-
ticular problem, in this respect, is experienced by the re-
sidents of units with patios facing the street; it is
unclear to visitors (and to many residents ).which is the
front of the unit and which is the back. On a number of
occasions, visitors were observed parking on the street
and announcing their arrival by knocking on the patio doors
of these units. Because of the frequency with which this
occurs, many residents of these units have^poçled their
address numbers on the patio fence itself 21 22 (Fig. 2I').

19. Clare C. Cooper, Easter Hil-1-Effegg. (New York, The
Free Press , 1975) P 166.
Oscar Newman, Pefensible Space. (New York, MacMillan
Co., 1972) p 26.
Brian Goodey, Perceptign of the Environment. (London,
R & R Clark Ltd-' 1971) P 26.
Cooper, Easter Hill Village' P_93-

20.

2I.

22.
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Fig. 21.Patios Along the
Street (Note the Address
Numbers on the Fences)

c) The Parking, Lots

The intensity of activity occurring in the parking
lots appeared to result in a number of conflicts. A great
many residents expressed concern for the safety of the many
children who used the parking lots as playgrounds. Other
residents mentioned that vehicles, front lawns, and land-
scape materials were damaged by children playing. In_addition,
somã residents expressed annoyance at the noise and fumes
of vehicles, while others reported that there was insuffi-
cient parking and that the parking stalls \^/ere too small
¿r ¿4 (Fiq. 22) .

Fig. 22.Parking Lot

23. Cooper, Easter Hill Village, p 93.
24. Clare co@en in Residential Areas:

Guidelines for Designers'r. (Landscape Architecture,
Vol. 64, No. 5, Octobçr' 1974) P 375.
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d) The Greenspace

!ùhile the parking lots were very actively used, the
greenspace was hardly used at all. only on a few occasions
were people observed using the greenspace for anything other
than as a short-cut across the site. The responses to the
questionnaire also indicated a lack of interest in activities
for which the greenspace would be required 25 (Fig. 23).

Fig. 23. The Greenspace

e) PIay Facilities

Many residents also mentioned the lack play facilities
for young children (Fig. 24). Due to the lack of suitable
alternatives, children often engaged in activitieç _wlrich
many adulLs considered dangeror.= ând,/or annoying 26 27
(Fis. 2s) .

Fig. 24. PIay Facilities

25. Cooper,
26. Marcus,
27. Cooper,

Easter Hill Vi11age, p l-07.
tial- Areas..", p 373.

Easter Hill Vi1lage, p l-04.



Fig. 25. Play Facilities

f) General Appearance

A large number of residents indicated that they v¡eïeunhappy about the general appearance of wilrow park East.Although the majority fert tñat the generar maintenanceof the project was, for the most parú, satisfactory, theunits and the l-ack of landscaping- cqptributed to a- somewhatbleak and unattractive enviroñmeñt ¿a (Fig. 26).

Fig. 26.Willow Park East

28. Cooper, Ea!;ter Hill Vil_lage, pp 139, L4g.
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g) Safety and. Security

Although it was only occasionally mentioned as a major
problem, certain patterns appeared regarding personal se-
curity in the exterior spaces of Willow Park East. Residents
(as pedestrians) generally felt most secure in Èhe parking
lots (Fig. 27) , less so in the greenspace (Fig. 28) , and
least secure on the surrounding streets (Fig. 29). Similarly,
vandalism was not reported to be a serious problem. However,
it was noted through observation thaL the landscape material-s
in areas aL a distance from the units appeared td'be much
more frequently damaged by chj-ldren's play than materials
close to the units. The responses to the questionnaire a1so
indicated that many residents felt uneasy about non-residents
using the greenspace or walking around the site; while some
mentioned conflicts in the greenspace' the majority of people
said that "those" people stole things and, caused trouble 29.

Fig. 27. Parking Lot

29. Newman, Defensible Space, P 60-
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Brr' :
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åè.
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Fig. 28. Greenspace

Fig. 29. Street

h) Participation

Although most residents expressed satisfaction with the
concept of Co-operative Housing, relatively few actually
participated in the ongoing management of Wil-l-ow Park East.
Ivloreover, residentsr responses indicaLed thaÈ the credibility
of elected bodies was guite low.

l_'=-'"-lL-L-l \- -lJ

lËllEEllE
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Participation in [erms of the spontaneous enhancement
of individual- units and yards was also quite 1ow. Resident-
initiated site development was limited in the majority of
cases to the planting of flowers, vegetables, and an occa-
sional shrubr or the construction of very minor fencing.
lvloreover, conversations with residents indicated that there
\^zas some confusion as to which parts of the site were to
be maintained by management and which were the responsibility
of the individual resident (Fig. 30).

Fig. 30.
of Units

titr+

{

Front Yards
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4.4 Analysis of Willow Park East

When the problems sxperienced by the residents are

viewed in terms of the models presented in PART 2, it becomes

clear that, to a considerable extent, they are caused by the

particular territorial structure of the environment (fig. 31'

pg. 57 ) . Rather than being protected within the centres

of city blocks, the private sides of units (the patios) are

exposed to both the surrounding streets and to the publ-ic

greenspace; it is not surprising, therefore, that many resi-

dents report a problem with privacy. Furthermore, without the

comfort of knowing that their privacy is secure against

intrusion, residents quite naturally tend to be uneasy about

strangers and non-resident,s around Willow Part East. In this

respect, it must be remembered that one of the main functions

of the urban environment is, in fact, to accommodate easy and

comfortable relationships among strangers. Visitors and del-i-

very people feel uncomfortable moving through the site because

so much of the public network is defined by the private sides

of units. Lacking the symbols normally provided by the

protective/presentational boundary, the limits and identity
of the public network are ambiguous; at Willow park East, it
is unclear what is public and what is private. The visitor
also has difficulty finding his way around because the protec-

tive/presentational boundary is not continuous. occurring in
short, isolated segments, the protective/presentational- boun-
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dary does noL provide the cues which are necessary for com-

fortable and convenient movement through the public network.

Intencled to ensure safety and to provide pleasant

recreation areas, the greenspace is located in the interior of

the site and away from the parking lots and streets. As

mentioned earlier, the parking lots are intensively used by

a great many adults and children, while the greenspace is

seldom used at all. Because most of the social activity for

which public network is required is generated by the protective/

qrese-ntational bound.ary, most of the activity at Will-ow Park

East occurs in the parking lots: children playitg, adults

neighbouring, people coming and going, etc." Conflicts between

users occur because the parking lots were not planned in order

to comfortably accommodate all of these normal but diverse

activities.
On the other hand, the greenspace' i-ntended for

recreation anà social interaction, is almost totally defined

by the patios or "private sides" of the units. Because very

little of the social activity for which public network is

required is generated by the private sides of the units, very

littIe activity of any kind occurs in the greenspace. The

virtual irrelevance of the greenspace in terms of daily
activity at Willow Park East is further refl-ected in its

amorphous and "unintentional" form. The greenspace is "left-
over" space serving only to physically separate the bays.

There is plenty of open space at Willow Park East, but it is
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not located where it is needed nor where it will be used.

Fina11y, in contrast to the traditional urban environ-

ment, in which the public network is sma1l relative to the

private domain as a whole, the vast majority of the site is

maintained by management rather than by individuals. Due,

at least in part, to the ambiguity of the limits of private

domains, the individual is effectively discouraged from in-

vesting time or money in the development of his unit or yards.

The individual is reluctant to "care" for something over which

he enjoys little or no sense of possessionr so the responsibi-

lity for development and maintenance must fall to management.

(As mentioned above, it must be stressed that a sense of

"possession" does not depend on lega1 "ovlnership" . ) Because

of the lack of tire informal control which normally accompanies

"possession", and because of the íneffj-ciencies inherent in

bureaucracies oi any size, the costs of developing and maintain-

i-ng the open spaces at Willow Park EasL are extremely high.

Both the appearance of Willow Park East and the relatively

Iow level of site development must be attributed to the lack

of encouragement offered (by the environment) to individuals

and the resutting over-reliance on managiement to do it instead.

In srunmary, it is cl-ear that the problems experi-

enced by the residents at hlillow Park East can, to a con-

siderable extent, be attributed to the territorial structure

of the environment. The Modified Radburn model of urban

structure, on which V,fillow Park East is based, seems to
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cause three major types of problems:

The juxtaposition of exposed patios to the
public network diminishes the residents' sense
of privacy and security within the private
domain.

The definition of much of the public network
by the private sides of units, rather than
by a continuous protective/presentational
boundary, creates confusion and discomfort
for persons using the public network.

The public amenity spaces are located and planned
in ways which neither encourage their use nor
accommodate the many diverse activities which.
inevitably characteríze urban environments.

It is the traditional model of urban structure

described by Cohlmeyer which, having consistently been the

basis of all urban environments built pri-or to the twentieth

century, is the most effective means of accommodating the

many needs of the urban dweller. The pattern of city blocks

with private interiors and public network defined. by a con-

tinuous protective/presentational boundary ensures privacy

and security within the private domain whi1e, ât the sane

time, providing comfort, ease of movement, and opportunities

for social interaction within the public network. Moreover,

it is within the simple, but fundamental, pattern of the

traditional model that the greatest potential exists for the

variety, diversity, and colour which have always character-

ized the most successful and satisfying urban environments.

1.

2.

3.
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PART 5:

ONGOING DEVELOPMENT
AT WILLOW PARK EAST
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5.1 Introduction:

Environments are never finished. Unlike electric

can-openers or ball-point pens, which are manufactured, used,

and then thrown away, the most successful environments constant-

1y undergo a process of modification and renewal even as they

are being usedl0 tn ni= very interesting book, Notes on the

Synthesis of Form, Christoper Alexander argues3l ah.a, when

this evolution occurs successfully, there develops an increas-

ing degree of "fit" between the needs of the users and the

capacity of the environment to satisfy those needs. Further-

more, because even the needs of users are rarely if ever static

over time, a state of dynamic equilibrium is achieved between

users and their environments. The evolution of the environ-

ment ideally keeps pace v¡ith and complements the evolution of

the users' needs and requirements; environments are never

"finished", but, given the right conditions, they do get better,

becoming richer, more complex, and more valuable in terms of

their ability to provide pleasure and satisfaction.

The term "ongoing development" refers to that process

of environmental modification which is continuous and which

occurs while the environment is occupied. It is important to

note that ongoj-ng development is, in fact, occurring at Willow

Park East. Individually and in groups, many residents have

30. Christopher Alexander, The Oregon Experiment, (New York,
Oxford University Press, 1975) p 70.

31. Christopher Alexander, Notes on the Synthesis of Form.
(Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1964) pp 3B-47.
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modified their environments so that their needs and goals are

more adequately served. Examples include small fences and

planting in the front yard.s, the reinforeement of patio fences to

increase privacy, and the "turning around" of street units to

face the street.

5.2 Conditions Necessary for Ongoing Development:

Although the evolution of physical environments ideal--

Iy tends towards a greater degree of fit between the user and

the environment, in reality, ongoing development is neither

inevitable nor does it necessarily result in envirorunental

improvement. One need noÈ Look far in order to find. many

examples of environments in which ongoing development has either

been prematurely arrested or in which change has resulted in
physical deterioration.

As mentioned above, the success of ongoing develop-

ment is, in fact, contingent upon certain conditions; condi-

tions which characterize the social context in which the

environment exists. There are four basic conditions which

must be present in order to ensure that ongoing development

is beneficial:

a) Motivation

The individual's impulse to adjust his environment

derives first from the perception of a need or problem which

can be attributed to the existing physical environment and,
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secondly, from the conviction that changing the envj-ronment

in some way will result in an alleviation of the problem or

even in a positive benefit. Conversely, if the individual

or group does not believe that there is anything to be gained

by modifying the environment, then nothing will be done.

b) Control

Once the individual- has the desire to nodify his

environment, he must enjoy sufficient freedom and control over

that environment to be able to actually go ahead and execute

his plans. Rarely absoluÈe, this kind of freedom varies from

one housing type to another and is limited by a number of

constraints. In comparison to occupants of rented apartments,

the owners of detached dwellings usually enjoy considerable

freedom to alter their environments. However, for even the

owners of detached dwellings, modifications are limited by

various bylaws and other municipal regulations and, just as

important, by the subtle but powerful controls and constraints

exercised by neighbours.

c) Resources

Given both the motivation and the freedom to modify

the environment, individuals and groups require resources in

order to implement their plans. The kinds of resources

required vary according to the nature and scale of the project

but generally include time, materials, skills, and/or money.
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The availability of resources isr of course, usually a deter-

mining factor in ongoing development. However, the application

of even minimal resources, if used efficiently and judiciouslY,

can result in quite signficiant environmental modifications.

This is especially true when each individual project is con-

sidered as a single step in a cumulative process extending

over many years.

d) Direction

ïn his book, The oregon ExPeriment32, Christopher

Alexander argues that for the ongoing development of a con-

temporary environment to tend towards an improvement in the

quality of that environment, it is necessary that the process

have direction. That is, each individual modification must

be carried out according to a set of principles in which is

inherent an image of the "ideaL" environment. Lacking such

general criteria, modifications may well be arbitrary, hap-

hazard, and, ultimately, destructive.

Referring to the highly developed environments of

many primitive, ancient, and "unself-conscious" cultures'

Alexander argues in another book, Notes on the Synthesis of

For*33, that t.his direction $¡as provided primarily by t'he

32. Alexander,
33. Alexander,

The Oregon Experiment, P 6.
Notes on thé Synthesis of Form, PP 48, 52-
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societyrs traditional building forms and techniques. Developed

through trial and error over countless generations, tradition-
aI knowledge assumed an authority which effectively militated
against indiscriminent change. Although it was only rarely
necessary, when innovation was essential, it occurred on a

very smalL scale and at a very slow rate.
In "self-conscious" societies such as ours, however,

which are characterized by high rates of cultural change,

traditional building forms and techniques no longer carry
the same degree of authority. without the inhibiting inertia
of tradition, innovation can and does occur on very 1arge

scales and with great speed. Alexander34 .rg,r"= that, when

innovation occurs in this fashion, there is a very much greater

likelihood that the whole process wj-lI become unstable and

event.ually fail. The trial and error method, effective in
primitive cultures, is not feasible in modern society simply

because the scale and rate of innovation (and thus the possi-

bilities for disastrous errors) are too great.

When either large scale innovation or numerous small

changes are necessary and desirable, Alexand.r35 argiues that
the direction necessary to cont,rol the process must be

consciously and deliberately devised. The goal of ongoing

development and the techniques whereby that goal will be

34. Alexander, Notes on the Synthesis of Form, p 56.
35. Alexander,
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realized must be carefully worked out in advance. The purpose

of doing this is to ensure t,hat individual environmental

modifications are compatible with each other, and that, to-

gether, they contribute towards the realization of long-

range goals.

5.3 Decision-making at WilIow Park East

The opportunity and responsibility for creating the

conditions which will encourage further ongoing development

at Wiltow Park East lj-es primarily with the Board of Directors.

Whiler âs it will be argued, specific projects should be the

responsibility of individuals rather than of the Board of

Directors, the conditions necessary to encourage ongoing

development must be created through policy decisions involv-

ing the membershj-p as a who1e. These policies can best be

discussed in terms of how decisions in general are made.

One of the most important aspects of ongoing develop-

menÈ is decision-making: what decisions must be made and how

are they to be made and by whom. The normal evolution of

environmentsr âS discussed above, tends towards greater rich-

ness, complexity, and satisfaction for the users. lt{oreover'

the evolution of successful environments occurs as a result

of many, usually smaII, adjustments carried out by or under

the direction of the users themselves. Howeverr âIÌ important

point to note is thaÈ these adjustments and modifications can

occur at various leveIs of scale involving and affecting
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various numbers of users. For exampler âD individual may

modify his or her environment by pJ-anting f lowers ' a conìmunity

group may develop a smal1 skating rinkr or a city may decide

to upgrade a regional transportation system.

How these decisions are made and who is involved in

the process is critical to the success and value of the

project. A basic principle, in this respect one which will

ensure optimum satisfaction and economy - is that decisions

shoul-d be made by those who will be affected by them. Big

municipal agenci-es should not decide what colour of flowers

a resident may plant any mole than one resident alone should

make decisions affecting the whole city.
36

John Turner, in his book, Housing by Peop1e'' ,

Suggests thaÈ the over-reliance on centralized authorities,

common in contemporary society, typically results in unsatis-

factory decisions and policies. By their very nature, Turner

argiues, central authorities tend to be incapable of providing

complex answers to complex problems; their inherent inability

to handle a high degree of diversity and complexity in the

issues confronting them result,s in decisions which are usually

uneconomic, over-simplified, and mis-matched with the intricate

variability of peoples' demands.

By the same token, Totrr.t37 discusses the many

36. John Turner, Housing by People. (London, Marion Boyars'
1976) PP 83-87.

37. Turner, Housing by People, p. 135.
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advantages of decentralized decision-making. Decisions made

by smal-I groups or individuals tend to resurt in sorutions
which are much more appropriate and suited to the immediate
needs of those invorved.. The greater success'of smalL scare
decision-making derives from the capacity of the local groups

to effectively accommodate detail and variety, from their
greater efficiency in terms of the utirization of human and

material resources, and from the increased sense of responsi-
bility, and thus tor-erance of imperfecti-ons, experienced
by those concerned.

' vthile centrar auÈhorities do have a role, namely
ensuring the. equal distribution of resources among Local
groups, the actuar decisions themserves shourd be made by
the smal-lest unit possible: "rt is necessary to separate
subsystems whenever their potential- for variability is inhibi-
ted by their l-oss of identity in a larger system - however

dependent upon it they may be.,,3B

rn his very good book, The oregon Experiment, chris-
topher Alexander describes a process for campus deveropment

which is based on a decentralized decision-making structure.
Many of the i-deas which he develops are applicable to the
question of ongoing development at willow park East.

The implementation of a program of ongoing develop-

38. Turner, Housing by People, p I24.
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ment would involve many decisions, some of which collectively
affect all resident,s and others which only affect. groups of

residents or individuals. In order to ensure maximum satis-
faction for residents and the optimum use of resources, iL is
crucial to decide what kinds of deci-sions should be made and

who should make them. To begin with, these development

decisions can be categorized according to three leve1s of

"decision-makers": the Board of Directors (the "central autho-

rity"), l-ocal groups, and individuals. Fol-lowj-ng Turner's line
?oof thoughtr"' the role of the Board of Directors would, in

general terms, consist in making decisions which affect Vtillow

Park East as a whole and in ensuring the equitable distribution

of development funds among local groups (but without control--

ling how those funds are used). The local group, on the other

hand, would be given the freedom to make those decisions which

concern only the particular part of Willow Park East it repre-

sents.

While the identit,y of the Board of Directors and of

individuals is c1ear, the composition of "local groups" remains

to be defined. There are two possible ways of doing this, both

of which may have value depending on the situation. First

of all, local groups could be strictly defined. For examPle,

a local group might logically consist of the residents in one

bay; there would be five such groups. The second way of defin-

39. Turner, Housirig by Peop1e'i p 43.
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ing locar groups would be less formar. Any group of residents
who had an idea for a project could organize themserves and

present a proposar to the Board of Directors for the funds

necessary to imprement their idea. This second type of struc-
ture would arlow a more spontaneous and naturar grouping of
residents who shared common needs and concerns. Assigning this
responsibility and contror to local groups and individuals
also provides the natural stimuration necessary to initiate
action and, moreover, assures commitment, to and ongoing sup-

port for the project itself.
Keeping in mind the goal of maximum d.ecentralization,

each level would have particular types of decisions and tasks

which are their own prerogatives:

a) Board of Directors:

i. -the general commitment (on behalf of all members
of Willow Park East) to a program of ongoing
development; included in this would be a decision
concerning the regular allocation of funds for
this purposet

ii. -agreement concerning the general direction which
developmenÈ will take; this incl_udes the basic
goals and objectives of the process and a general
planning concept indicating how those goals will
be achieved;

iii. -initiation and supervision of the construction
of the major el-ements of the plan including the
development of the public network;

iv. -coordination of "Iocal" development projects to
ensure continuity with the overall goals and
objectives and with a design strategy; admini-
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straÈion of the development budget to ensure
the equitable distribution of funds among
local groups;

b) Local Groups:

i. -the establishment, of development priorities which
reflect the needs of their members; these prior-
ities would refer to the development of the
portion of Willow Park East represented by the
specific groupi

ii. -the conception and design of development projects
intended to satisfY t'hose needs i

iii. -application to the Board of Directors for the
funds necessary to execute the project; proposals

:3iËli,i:ï:l=::":: :ïñ":ffii iii"'l;.n:;3i3ii å5i'=

3åÎ*"318 ; :'ffi : :::.:"i;å"fl"t;Xå'3?*ii5'åå"Til liä",
and the implications for maintenance and manage-
ment ì

iv' -:?"i::"::i:i,::.T:;,project or the supervision

c) Individual Residents:

i. -the development and maint,enance of their own

Hili':"å"iiå";"ÈT:)ü3:ii":å: 
front vard' the

, In suÍrmary, there are a number of advantages and

benefits which would come of this type of decentralized

decision-making process; these also are drawn from The Oregon

Experiment by Christopher Alexander40 First, it would encour-

age and facilitate greater participation on the part of

individual residents. Given the opportunity and responsibility

of modifying their own environments, residents would experi-

40. Alexander, The Oregon Exeer,imgnt., PP 26, 40.
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ence a greater sense of "ovrnership" and of identity with their
particular sections of willow park East. The informar care

and maintenance exercised by residents who control- their
immediate environments is much more effective and economical

than centrally administered management and maintenance; Second.,

decisions made by individuars or small groups of individuals
would result in solutions to environmental problems which were

more satisfying and responsive than decisions made by a central-
ized body like the Board of Directors. Thirdry, because the

different priorities of individuars and groups wourd result
in unique ways of modifying their environments, the general

appearance of Willow Park East wou1d, over time, acquire a

complexity and diversity not possible with centralized admini-

stration; the various parts of V'iillow Park East would become

endowed with their own unique identities and flavours. Despite

the advantages, however, it must be acknowledged that decentra-

l-ized decision-making of this sort would be "messier" and more

cumbersome in some ways than totally centralized administra-
tion. However, it must be remembered that the "efficiency"
of cent.raLized decision-making derives precisely from the

simplification of issues and needs which inevitably occurs;

the very diverse and complex needs of the many residents of
willow Park East cannot be simplified and reduced to a few

"manageable" issues without seriously jeopardizing resident
satisfaction and the environmentar d.iversity on which that
depends.
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6.1 Introduction:

Vthile environments inevitably change over time, they

do not inevitably change for the better. rn order to ensure

that ongoing development at will-ow Park East does lead to a

more satisfying environment, the process must be guided by

appropriate goals and principles. Living in a society in
which tradition no longer provides adequate checks and controls,
resj-dents must be prepared to consciously and deríberately
establish their own goals and strategies.

The following design proposals are based on proposed

goals and objectives which have been derived from the model

of urban structure and from the analysis of willorv park East

discussed earlj-er. rn contrast to masterprans, which tend

to be inflexible and often become obsolete long before they

are completed, these proposals are development strategies
which illustrate alternative directions which ongoing deverop-

ment at wíI1ow Park East might take. They are intended not

as images of the "finished product" but, rather, as sets of ideas

which demonstrate the logical results of a process in which

specific principles and concepts are rigourously applied.
rn discussing the ongoing development of wilrow park

East, it is impossible at this point to provide one "correct"
design solution. rn the first p1ace, ongoing development is,
as the name suggests, a process which is continuous over time
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and, as such, must be sufficiently flexible to accom¡nodate new

needs and issues as they arise. secondly, it is a basic

premise of this study that the final decisions concerning

environmental modifications should rest wittr those who will

bear the consequences of those decisions - the residents

themselves. For these reasons, three alternative design pro-

posals are presented. Each proposal represents a unique de-

sign response to different assumptions regarding cost, financ-

irg, implementation procedures, and development phasing. Each

proposal is described and analyzed in as great detail as

possible in order to provide residents with sufficient infor-

matíon on which to base their decisions '

6.2 Goals and Obiectives:

The purpose of establishing goals and objectives is

to provide the direction necessary for making day to day

decisions; they provid.e a focus for ongoing development and a

means for evaluating individ.ual projects or steps in the

process. vtithout goals and objectives which are understood

and agreed upon by all members, ongoing development at Willow

park East will be much less effective in terms of how resources

are used and will lead to much less satisfying results' The

proposed goals and objectives are derived from the territorial

analysis presented in PART 4. They are intended to serve as

the basis for a process which will eventually resolve the

problems now caused or exacerbated by the existing territorial
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structure of Wil1ow Park East.

It is proposed that the primary goal of ongoing deve-

lopment shoul-d be "territorial cl-arification"i that is, the

modification of the existing environment to provide a more

effective distinction between and identification of the private

domains and the public network. As well as being supported

by the analysis, the goal of "territorial clarification" is

consj-stent with the ways in which many of the residents have

themselves been modifying their environments. Many of these

modifications, including fence-building and the "turning around"

of units to face the street, have occurred as a result of the

need felt by people to adequately define their personal ter-

ritories and to distinguish them from the public networki

apparently, territorial clarification is a need already felt

by these residents. The proposals illustrate what lVillow Park

East might look like if the goal of territorial cl-arification

were to be deliberately and rigourously pursued.

The goal of territorial clarification can be achj-eved

by means of the following objectives:

Each unit will be provided with private outdoor
space which is adequately distinguished and sepa-
rated from the more public areas of the site;

The environment will be modified in order to
provide individual residents with greater control
over specific portions of the site and with
opportunities for personal expression;

The limits of the public network and of the
private domains will be clearly defined. The
public network will be defined by protectíve/

a)

b)

c)
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presentational boundary to as great an extent as
possible.

d) Movement to units and through the site will be
c1ear, convenient, and comfortable;

e) Amenity spaces for play and recreation will be
located and planned in such a way as to encourage
their use and. ensure their rel-evance -

f) Consistent with the concept of ongoing develop-
ment, implementation of the proposals will be
able to be phased over many years and. will cause
as little disruption of residents' daily ac-
tivities as possible.
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6.3 Alternative One:

a) Concept

The first alternative (Fig- 46, pg' 97 ) is based

on the concept, developed by Alexarrd"t4f, that the evolution

of residential environmenLs is most successful when it is

gradual and consists of many small changes occurring over a

long period of time. In contrast to large scale redevelop-

ment, which can often be traumatic and cause serious, íf

temporary, disruption, the "bit by bit" process involves per-

haps countless minor modifications and adjustments, each of

which is a response to a small problem (e.9., the need for

a new fence, a wider sidewalk, of another playground). over

the long term, each small modification' as well as satisfying

an immediate need, contributes to the achievement of a long

range goal or concept.

For ongoing development at willow Park East, this

goal should be territorial clarification. Without providing

such a goal and the coordination necessary to achieve itr a

series of unrelated modifications can be self-defeating and

cause more probl-ems than they solve. Given that this conti-

nuity can be provided, the process of gradual change c¿ur re-

sult in significant and meaningful improvements. Alternative

One is discussed, first, of all, in terms of a long range view

of the possible development. of Willow Park East including the

principles and concepts on which that view is based and,

4I. Alexander, The Oregon^ Experiment, p 7-0.
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secondly' in terms of the development process itself.

b) PrincipÌes

Following from the proposed goals and objectives
discussed above, Alternative One involves the redefinj-tion of
private domains and the public network and the development of
the pubric network itserf. How this is accornplished in the
proposal can best be understood in terms of the following
principles.

i. Private yards

The Patio space of each unit in the interior of the siteis ex!
t"outdoor spaces which are adequately separated from eaèn other.ld from the public network. These yaias can be developed bythe resj-dents themserves in ways whión best meet their ownpersonal requl_rements (Fig. 33) .

EXISTING PROPOSED

FRONT
OF UNI

FRONT
OF UNIT

l5 m.Fig. 32" Alternative I: Back Yards

50ft.
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5m.

o 15 ft.
Fig. 33. Alternative l: Detail of Unit and Back yard

ii. Front Yards

The edges of the existin front ards (on the rkin
lot sj-des of the units) are stron de ined with Iow fences

or plant material (Fig. 34) ront yards are defined
this way in order to clearly identify them as belonging to

the private domain. One purpose of this is to provide a buffer
between the unit and the public areas of the site thereby
reducing conflicts between the residents and those people,
especially children, using the public walkways and amenity
spaces. A second purpose is to provide residents with a great-
er sense of "possessing" their front yards. This would encour-
age residents to maintain their yards and provide opportunities
for personal expression and public display. Additional elements
which could be used for the development of the front yards might
include trees and shrubs for shade, texture, and colour, turf
and other groundcovers, paving, Iighting, outdoor furniture,
and other accessories.

o
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UN¡T FRONT YARD WALK PARKING LOT

5m.

15 ft.

Fig. 34. Alternative 1: Detail of Unit and Front Yard

iii. Street Units

The street sj-des of those units with patios facing the
street al

Efous orientation of these units (a "front" on both sides)
and demonstrates how the problems created by that. ambiguity
might be alleviated. The outdoor room would provide residents
with an outdoor space in which they can enjoy a relatively high
degree of privacy. This privacy is created by a retaining
waII with a fence on top and is enhanced by the distance of
the space from the street. The formal entrance, oD the other
hand, would provide visitors with a clear and convenient
route from the street to the unit" This is accomplished by
means of a walkway from the sidewalk which leads to a new front
door in this face of the unit. The address number should also
be mounted where it can be clearly recognized from the street.

l.r. d.r. ll I k
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EXISTING PARKTNG 

tr t

È=Iii # STREET-+
.l

PROPOSED

PARKING
LOT

PARKING
LOT

UNIT OUTDOOR ROOM STREET
FORMAL ENTRANCE

100 ft

Fig. 35. Alternative 1: Re-Development of Street Units

iv. Tree and Shrub Nurseries

Portions of the existing greenspace are converted intotree a d
ss, the nurseries would have three

major purposes:

1. The locations of the nurseries would further separate thepublic network from residents' backyards, thereby reinforc-
ing individual privacy and control.

'1,'
l'
l¡;

I"l

OUTDOOR ROOM
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2. The nurseries would clarify pedestrian movement through
the site and define amenity spaces for play and recreation
within the public network.

3. The nurseries would provide trees and shrubs for the deve-
lopment of residents' yards and of the public areas of
Willow Park East.

Managed and maintained by the cooperative, the nurseries
would provide a continuous, long term supply of plant materials
at very reasonable cost. As the need for large amounts of
plant mat.erial decreased, sections of the nurseries could be
used for vegetable gardening or, alternatively, the size of
adjacent back yards could be increased.

NURSERY

O SOm.
hN##o 150 ft.

rc\\
ù..ì'-'\

BACK
YARD
r-lf ,:e\

N
PUBLIC

NETWORK

Fig. 36. Alternative 1: Tree and Shrub Nurseries



NURSERY BACK YARD

1O m.

Fig. 37.

o 30 ft.
Alternative l: Detail of Unit, Back yard,
and Nursery

v. Pl-ay Areas

9tJuctu_red play areqs ?re developed for young children
(¡-ag. 38). The success of play areas depends upon the-r pro-
viding children with a wide range of experiences and with many
opportunities for innovation. fn order to retain the interesL
of children, the play elements themselves must be chalrenging,
fIexible, and multi-purpose. Moreover, there should be no
attempt to standardize the play areas at !'rirlow park East;
each one shourd offer children a unique set of experiences
and possibilit.ies. The pray areas are relatively small and. are
distributed throughout the site in order to reduce the problems
often caused by large concentrations of children. The specific
locations of the play areas are based on three principles:
1. They are located close to the fronts of the units and other

areas of high activity because that is where children
frequently prefer to play.

2. The pray areas are developed in locations where they can
be easily supervised by adults.

3. They are located so that children have ready access to
larger open spaces which are safe and free from moving
traffic.
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Constructed out of materials which are sturdy and simple,
the play areas include structures and equipment for swinging,
sliding, and. cj-imbing (Fig. 39). In addition, the play areas
are provided with elements and spaces which are conducive to
quiet, less active forms of play. Surfaces include areas of
paving for wheeled toys and balls and sand or other granular
materials for saf ety and manipulative play. In winter, sno\,v
from the parking lots should be piled in these areas to provide
hills for sliding, tobogganing, and other forms of winter play.
In addition, small areas nearby should be flooded and main-
tained as skating rinks for young chiJ-dren.

The play areas are also developed in conjunction with
the spaces around them. Spaces adjacent to the play areas are
provided with seating for adults and planting for shade, wind
protection, and spatial enclosure. The larger open spaces
include grassed areas, hills for sliding and climbing, and
planting for the reasons mentioned above.

O SOm.
l##=L+

150

{

)

Fig. 38. Alternative 1: Play Areas for Young Children



PAVING AND SEATING

O 5m.

l-J#F+o 15 ft.

1:Fig.39. Alternative Detail of Play Area
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vl-. End Units
The blank walls of end units are penetrated with doors

and wi
a1

6õuñããry is extended "around the cornerrr and thus is made as
continuous as possible. The purpose of this is to reinforce
the connection between the play area and the parking lot and
to provide residents with increased opportunities for casual
surveillance of children at PlaY.

d.r.
l. r. ARtrS

. : :;ii::::

d.r.

1O m. t

UNIT

EXISTING
PARKING

Fig. 40. Alternative iL: Side Yards on End Units

30 fr.
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vii. Public Walkway System

ê qygtem.of public walkways is developed in the pubtic
netwgrk (Fig. 41) . The -yFr
provide convenient and comfortable movement through and aroundthe site. The walkways serve as natural and rogiõar links
between frequently used destination points. These latterinclude the play areas, the parking lots, the store, the busstop, and, most important, the fronts of the units themserves.
Developed in conjunction with the play areas, the wal-kwaysprovide children with additional pray surfaces. rn addilion,
smalI spaces at important points on the warkways are desigrreáas informal gathering places for children and ádults arike.
These praces are developed with seating, paving, and prantingfor shade, wind protection, and spatial encrosure (Fig. 42).

9,,,, , ,5Pt'finî'rF
lso

{

ft.

¡
t
I
I
I
¡

I
¡
I
I
¡
I

Fig. 41. Alternative 1: Public Walkway Systern
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PARKING LOT

(-

15 m.

50 ft.

Fig. 42. Alternative 1: Detail of Gathering Pl-ace

viii. Entrance Points

The points of transition between the surrounding streets
and the public areas of !'Iillow lark East are developed as

t:-3). These areas are intend-
he Project, to clarifY movement

for visitors, and to project a public image of WiIIow Park East
which is positive, welcoming, and attractive. Development of
the entrance points should include appropriate signage, planting,
Iighting, paving, and seating (Fig. 44).

r.'.i: r:'

{
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ENTRANCE POIN

>7¿.------

Fig. 43. Alternative 1:
Public Network

jg

Entrance Points from Street to
of Willow Park East

5O m.lrild#I 150 ft

*,,&4-',

Fi9: 44.
Entrance

?,,lf
o 50ft. Ì

Alternative 1: Detail of
Point
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ix. Parking Lots

The existing parking loÈs are impEoved and redeyç,Loped
(Fig. s
more attractive, and also to make.them more functional in terms
of accommodating the many different activities which take place
in them. Vühere possible, the existing sidewalks are expanded
j-n order to provide play spaces and surfaces for children who
wish to play very close to home. Plantitg, mainly large mate-
rial, is added to provide protection from the sun and wind and
to improve the general appearance by reducing the apparent
size and sca1e. The amount of parking and the size of parking
stalIs are increased where possible. Although limited, there
are opportunities for additional parking at the entrances to
the parking lots; this expansion'is integrate_d with the deve-
lopment of the entrance points discussed earlier.

/a+aa#irY;¿\

C3l3C3C'-."

30

î{100

fig. 45. Alternative 1: DevelopmenÈ of Existing Parking Lots
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c) Development Process

Although the drawings presented above illustrate what

willow Park East might look like in a highly deveroped state,
the concept of Alternative one is that this revel of develop-

ment can be achieved through a bit by bit process. This is
the type of development process described by christopher
Alexander in The Ore.gon Experiment. In his book,

Á.)Arexander'- exprains that, over a period of years, the con-

struction of many individual projects can resurt in the develop-

ment of a very high quality environmenti each of the parts not
only fulfills a specific function, but also contributes to
whole which is highly integrated and unified. Moreover,

because each of the partsr or individual projects, is developed

separately, the process can proceed on a relatively smal_l

annual budget. However, this is not to say that many projects

cannot be undertaken at once, if desired. In fact, the process

would include many individual projects, some of which are

very sma1l and modest, and oÈhers which are larger and more

extensive; as Alexander e*pl.irr"43, in the ,,bit by bit,, process,

some of the "bits" would be very small while others woutd be

quit,e large. The important point is that, while each indivi-
dual- project is considered with reference to the J-ong range

42. Alexander,
43. Alexander,

The Ojegon Experimen.t, p 1l-.
The -Qregon Experiment, p 70.
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goals and objectives, it is evaluated separately and on its

own merits.

However, Alexander contirr,r""44, without direction

and continuity, such a process might well- result in a succes-

sion of individual projects all of which are both unrelated

to one another and thus counterproductive in terms of the long

range goa]s. As mentioned earlier, the Success of this kind

of process depends upon 1) a definite commitment to a set

of goals and objectives and 2) a strong sense of direction

as to how those goals will be achieved. The Board of Directors,

because it represents the interests of all residents, is in

the best position to provide this continuity. It would be

the responsibility of this body to ensure that proposed

projects are consistent with the goals and that they contri-

bute to the realization of the goals. In addition, the Board

of Directors would be responsible for assuming the initiative

to begin the development process. This would include the

supervision of certain projects which would firmly establish

the direction of ongoing development at Wi]low Park East.

In order to begin to achieve the goal of territorial-

clarification, the development of the nurseries should be

given first consideration. This would include the construc-

tion of fences and the initial development of the nurseries

themselves. As well as redefining the basic territorial

44. Alexander, The Oregon Experiment, p 162.
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structure of Willow Park East in terms of private and public '
the early development of the nurseries would ensure an

adequate supply of plant material- when it is required.

However, while the development of the nurseries should

be given first consideration, the construction of elements

within the public network could proceed at the same time.

Many of these projects would be best initiated and supervised

by local groups. Typical projects of this type would include

the construction of play areas and the redevelopment of the

parking lots (planting trees, widening sidewalks, and the

development of parking lot entrances).

The development of individual private domains (mainly

front and back yards) can also proceed at the same time. As

Soon as the limits of the nurseries are set, residents should

be encouraged to begin defining and enhancing their yards'

Included in this would be fences and the planting of trees and

shrubs. It should be made clear to residents early in the

process that the development and maintenance of their yards

is their own responsibilitY.

It is when many projects are being undertaken simul-

taneously that coordination and direction is most necessary'

However, it should be stressed that while the Board of Directors

provides this continuity, it should not actually make decisions

better made by local grouPs and/or individuals'
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d) DeveLopment Costs

The question of cost is, of course, very important
and will, Èo a Ìarge degree, determine both the extent of
development and the rate at which it proceeds. The foÌrowing
cost estimates are provided soleIy i_n order to provide some
means for comparing the economic aspects of the three alter_
native design proposals; qE¿-shgg¿q not be used as the basis
for budgeting or other financial decisions.

The reasons why these estimates should not be used
as the sol-e basis for decision-making stem from the nature of
ongoing development itself. As discussed above, ongoing
developmenÈ is a continuous process which extends over many
years and which is controlr-ed primarily by the residents them_
selves. Because of this, there are three main reasons why
the estimates are of limited value except inasmuch as they
offer a basis for comparison:

1. The unit prices used in the estimates reflectprices in 1980 dollarsi over time, these val_uesmay fluctuate quite dramatically iusuaffy upward)
2' Although some of the estimates refer to projectswhich should be completed aIl at once ratherthan phased gvel time, much of the work would,in fact, Þe implemented over-;r;;-y;ars. There_fore, while the total costs may appear very high,the individual expenditures neèa onry oe incurredwhen the resources are avairaUi; ;ã at a rateset by the residents themselves.
3' TJrç unit prices used in the estimates are thosewhich would.normally be used for estimating thecost of having work done by a professionalcontractor. [Vhile this woul¿ need to be thecase with some components, much of the proposal-
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ïtem

could quite feasibly be implemented by the
residents themselves; to the extent that con-
struction was done by the residents, the costs
would be much lower.

Quantity Unit Price Cost

1. Nursery fences
2. Back yard fences
3. ltain walkways
4. Modification to

street units
5. Play areas
6. Paving around play

areas
7. Initial landscaping

a. trees
b. shrubs

8. Nursery start-up

3800 fr.
5200 fr.

900 sq. yd.

60

I2

700 sq. yds.

100
100

$12/ ft.
$l0rzft.

$l-0,/sq. yd.

$1000 each

S1000 each

Ç20/sq. yd.

$300 each
$fO each
(a1low)

$45,600
52,000
9,000

60,000
12,000

14,000

30, 000
l_,000

2o, ooo

Sub-tota1 $243,600
Contingency (209) 48,720rotal lrrî;în
Cost per unit (174) $1,680

e) Summary and Evaluation

Alternative One, if implemented, would realize the

goals and objectives proposed for ongoing development. The

private domains of residents are separated. from each other

and.from the public network. The public network is clearly
defined and j-ncludes both movement routes and amenity spaces.

The fronts of units protect the privacy within the private

domains and, to a large extent, define the public network.

The edges of the site have been modified to create a more
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positive relationship with the surrounding neighbourhood and

streets; l{illow park East is effectivery "stitched." back into
the urban fabric.

However, in any design process, especiarry one which
addresses the particular problems associated with modifying
an existing environment, it is inevitable that decisions will_
be made that involve compromises and trade-offs. rn compar-
ing the alternatives, therefore, it. is very important to under_
stand the specific advantages and disadvantages of each. The

following j-s a brief evaluation of Al-ternative one with respect
to both the design proposal itself and. the procedures i_nvol_ved

in its realization.

i) Desj-gn proposal

1. Private Domai_ns

Residents in the interior of the site would enjoy a

high degree of privacy in their back yards. Adequatery pro-
vided by the fences themselves, privacy would be reinforced by

the location of the adjacent nurseries. The units with the
combination outdoor room and formal entrance on the street
side would not provide the same high degree of outdoor privacy.
Arthough the proposed solution represents an improvement over
the existing situation, residents may feel that the patios are
still too exposed and, moreoverr ftay continue to experience
some ambiguity as to which are the fronts and backs of thàse
units- rn alr cases, the definition of the front yard.s by
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Iow fences anð./or hedges would provide greater protection for

this part of the private domain; children especially would be

much less inclined to use the front yards as public play

spaces.

2. Public Network

The strict definition of the public network by the

fronts of units and by the fences of the nurseries will assist

in making movement through the site much more comfortable for

both visitors and residents. The development of the "entrance

points" would also help identify the various parts of Willow

Park East and would make movement from the street onto the

site more convenient and direct for visitors.

However, there are two related problems which may

arise with respect to the viability of the public network.

First of aIl, the major recreation and play spaces in the

interior of the site are, for the most part, defined by fences

rather than by the fronts of units. As has been argued above,

amenity spaces not immediately adjacent to the fronts of units

may not be well- used nor will they benefit from the casual

surveillance of residents in their units. Secondly, even if

Alternative One is fully implemented, many of the conflicts

between users which currently occur in the parking l-ots will

continue to cause some problems. Children will probably sti1l

play in the parking lots although the development of the play

areas wiII, to some exLent, tend to alleviate this problem.
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ii) Development Process

The great advantage of Arternative one in terms of
implementation is that it can be realized even with a relative-
Iy small annual budget. Each individual component in the
proposal is relatively smalr and can be developed separately
as funds become available. However, as mentioned above, the
success of this type of development strategy depends upon a

high degree of direction and coordination. The necessary

direction will onry derive from a firm commitment to a program

of site development and from the adoption of administrative
mechanisms capabre of ensuring continuity over the long term.
I,ühile this control- shoul-d be exercised by the Board of
Directors, the active and willing participation of residents
in developing the environment at gùill-ow park East wiLr occur
only if they feer that they have control over the decisions
that affect them. vühite it may be difficult at first to dis-
cover the fine line between too much and too l_ittle central_-
ized control over development decisions, the conscientious
implementation of the proposed strategies could eventually
result in a very highly developed and satisfying environment.
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6.4 Alternative Two:

a) Concept:

It may be that circumstances would dictate that a

more extensive restructuring of the environment at 9üi11ow Park

East is either necessary or desirable. These circumstances

might include the severity of the problems caused by the exist-
ing environment or certain economic conditions which favour

the expenditure of a large amount of money right away rather
than many small expenditures spread out over time. A further
reason for considering this approach involves the decision-

making process itself: the continuity required for the

successful implementation of a long term development program

is possible only if there is a continuously high leve1 of

commitment to a single idea or concept. In many cases, prior-
ities and positions change too rapidly to provide this conti-
nuj-ty. Alternative Two ill-ustrates a process in whj-ch the first
step, although expensive, establishes a pattern right at the

outset which both solves many of the existing problems and

determines the "inevitability" of subsequent development.

Alternative Two (Fig. 60, p9.119) involves the trans-
formation of wirlow Park East into a pattern of traditional
city blocks and public network" It will be recalled that, in
this pattern, private domains are protected in the interior
of the block while the public network is defined by the

continuous protective/present.ationar boundary on the out,side
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of the block. Vüil1ow Park East can quite readily be trans-

formed into the city block pattern by re-orienting the units;

that is, by developing the patio side as the protective/

presentational boundary or front and developing a private

outdoor space where the parking lot is now located (Fig. 47).

PROPOSED

PUBL¡C -4
EXISTING

ffiEfltui
.iïl I Iili
ÉllÐl
HJK

Fig. 47. Alternative 2z
a TradiÈional

PATIOS

FRONTS OF UNITS

PRIVATE

Re-Orientation
City Block

o

of Units

3O m.

100 ft.t

_ì

t

to Form



grlhen this procedure

units at lrlillow Park

blocks (Fig. 48 ) .

10t-

is consistently carried out with all

East, the result is five traditional city

BACK
YARDS

O SOm.lrlirt-#o 150 ft.I

-t

PUBLIC

Fig. 48. Alternatj-ve 2l New Pattern of City Bl-ocks

With this one step, the territorial ambiguities which

now exist are very effectively clarified; it is now clear which

areas are private and which are public. The protective/pte-

sentationaf boundary is al-most continuous and protects the

private domains and defines the public network. When this

initial step has been completed, the development of the public
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network can proceed

mental manner.

at a slower rate and in a more incre-

b) Principles:

The following discussion wilI,
clarify the principles and concepts on

is based:

as in Alternative One,

which Alternative Two

i. Private Yards

. The interiors of the newly formed city blocks are sub-
divj-ded into Þqck yards for each unit (Fig. 49). Located in

Uy iences, the back yards
would provide resj-dents with a high degree of privacy. Ivlore-

FRONTS OF UNITS

ALLEYWAY

BACK YARDS

o30

-r

o 100

Sack YardsFig. 49. Alternative 2z

î{
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over, the back yards are large enough to facilitate a great,
range of outdoor activities. These yards can be developed by
the residents themselves in ways which best meet their own
personal- requirements (Fig. 50) .

In order to permit the convenient removal of garden
trash and large articles, exterior access to the back yards is
provided by means of pedestrian alleyways. serving a minimum
number of units, these "dead,-end." alleyways would not be used
as public walkways and, thus, would not seriously threaten theprivacy of the back yards.

5m.

15 ft.

Fig. 50. Alternative 2z Detail of Unit and Back Yard
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ii. l"lodif ications to Units

The re-orientation of the units would necessitate certain
architectuiãT modifications (Fig. 51). The side of the unit

isting parking lot would become the
private side or back. No major modifications would be requir-
ed on this side of the unit; the door by the kitchen would Pro-
vide convenient access to the back yard. The side of the unit
which now faces either the street or the greenspace would be-
come the public side or front of the unit. The major modifica-
tion necessary in order to make this side of the unit function
as the front would be the addition of a "front" door. There
are a'number of ways in which this could be accomplished and,
ideally, all of them should be employed in order to meet the
different needs of individual residents. One of these vari-
atj-ons would involve the construction of a doorway, foyer, and
coat closet at the foot of the existing stairs. This would
provide convenj-ent access to the main floor and the upstairs
while leaving as large a space for the living room as possibl-e.
The existing sliding door would be replaced by a more appropri-
ate living room window. Fina11y, the addition of the address
number, a mailbox, and lighting would complete the identifi-
cation of this side of the unit as the front.

PROPOSED EXISTING PROPOSED

l+
Ll10[r,

1O m.

EXISTING

rnoÑr

?
HI-
lïq

-t-.L
Iro'o i

ONT

-

FR

o

to Units

BACK
YARD

Fig. 51. Alternative 2: Modifications

30 ft.
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iii. Front Yards

A front yard is developed on the publlc side or front of
reach unit (Fig. 52

AeTñêd--Tn order to clearry identify them as beronging to theprivate domain. one purpose of this is to provide a buffer
between the unit and the public areas of the site thereby reduc-ing conflicts between the residents and those people, esþeciarly
children, using the public walkways and amenity sþaces. A
second purpose is to provide residents with a greater senseof "possessing" their front yards. This wourd encourage resi-
dents to maintain their yards and provide opportunities for per-
sonal expression and public display. Typicãl elements which

IDE

Fig. 52. Alternative 2:
and Side Yard

o

Detail of Unit, Front Yard,

15 ft.
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could be used for the development of the front yards might
include low fences, hedges, trees and shrubs for shade, texture,
and colour, turf and other groundcovers, paving, lighting' out-
door furniture, and other accessories.

iv. End Units

The blank walls of end units are enetrated with doors
and windows an sl_de ards are devel-o ow lences an
planting (Fig. 52). In s way, the protective/presentational
Eõundary is extended "around the corner" and thus is made as
continuous as possible. The purpose of this is to reinforce
the connection between the play area and the parking 1ot and
to provide residents with increased opportunities for casual
surveillance of children at play.

v. New Parking Lots

New Parking lots are develoP
space to Provide residents and'
.risi-tors with convenient parking and access to units while
ensuring the safety of child.ren. By restricting vehicle access
to limited portions of the site, large traffic-free areas are

O SOm.
l#rF-ui+o 150 ft.
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I
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Fig. 53" Alternative New Parking Lots
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reserved for recreation and play. Al-though the sj.ze of indivi-
dual parking l-ots is reduced in order to minimize noise, fumes,
and traffic, sufficient parking is provided to accommodate allof the needs of both residents and visitors.

vi. Public Walkway System

A system of public walkways is developed in the public
networ t-
able'movement through and around the site, the walkways are
designed as naturaL and logicar rinks between frequenlly useddestination points. These latter include the play-areas-, the
parking 1ots, the store, the bus stop, and the fronts of the
units themselves. Developed in conjunction with play areas,
the walkv¡ays provide children with additional play spaces and
surfaces. In addition, sma1l spaces, ât important points on
the walkways, are designed as informal gathering places for
children and adults alike. These places are developed with
seating, paving, and planting for shade, wind protection, and
spatial enclosure (Fig. 55).

o50
hit*r-*-Ho 150t
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Fig. 54" Alternative 2¿ Public Walkway System
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15 m.

Fig. 55. Alternative

o

Detail of Gathering Place

vii. Play Areas

Structured play areas are developed for young chil-dren
(Fig. id-
ing children with a wide range of experiences and with many
opportunities for innovation. In order to retain the interest
of childrenf the play elements themselves must be challenging,
f lexible, and multi-purpose. l"Ioreover, there should be no
attempt to standardize the PIay areas at Willow Park .Easti each
one should offer children a unique set of experiences and
possibilities. The play areas are relatively small and are
distributed throughout the site in order to reduce the problems
often caused by large concentrations of children. The specific
locations of the play areas are based on three principles:

{50ft.
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They are located close to the fronts of the units and other
areas of high activity because that is where children
frequently prefer to p1ay.

The play areas are developed in locations where they can
be easily supervised by adults.

They are located so that children have ready access to
larger open spaces which are safe and free from moving
traffic.

Constructed out of materials which are sturdy and simple,
the play areas include structures and equipment for swinging,
sliding, and climbing (Fig. 57). In addition, the play areas
are provided with elements and spaces which are conducive to
quiet, less active forms of pIay. Surfaces include paving for
wheeled toys and balls and sand or other grranular materials for
safety and manipulative pIay. In winter, snow from the parking
lots should be piled in these areas to provide hills for slid-
ing, tobogganirg, and other forms of winter play. In addition,
small- areas nearby should be flooded and maintained as skating
rinks for young children.

¿-------1
I

Fig. 56. Alternative 2: Play Areas for Young Children
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'N'"bCl
O 5m.ffio 15 ft.

Fig. 57. Alternative 2z Detail of Play Area
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The play areas are also developed in conjunction with
the spaces around them (Fig. 58). Spaces adjacent to the play
areas are provided with seating for adults and planting for
shade, wind protection, and spatial enclosure. The larger
open spaces include grassed areas, hil1s for sliding and climb-
irg, and planting

l5 m.

50ft.t

PLAY A UNIT IUNIT
WALKWAY SIDE YARD

PLAY

Fig. 58. Alternative 2z Ðetail of Spaces Around Play Area
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viii. Entrance Points

The points of transition between the surrounding streets
and the public areas of Willow Park East are developed as

intend-
he project, to clarify movement

for visitors, and to project a public image of Willow Park
East which is positive, welcomitg, and attractive. Develop-
menL of the entrance points should include appropriate sign-
ê9ê, plant,ing, lighting, paving, and. seating.

o50
fl#*J-l+ro 150

{

m.

f t.

')

Fig. 59. Alternative 2z
Public Network

Entrance Points from Street to
of Willow Park East
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c) Development Process

rn contrast to the "bit by bit" process of Arternative
One, the implementation of Alternative Two requires a major

restructuring of the environment. Because the reorienÈation

of the units is the central strategy in this proposal, and

because development of the pubric areas depends upon the comple-

tion of this step, it is recommended that it occur as soon as

possible and all at once. Despite the apparent magnitude of
the procedure, it can be done in a way which wourd cause littre
or no interference with daily activities. The first steps

would include the construction of the new parking lots in the

existing greenspace and the transformation of the patio sides

of the units into front facades. Only after the new parkj-ng

lots were functional woul-d the existing parking lots be de-

morished and replaced with topsoil and sod. At this point,
the major work would be completed and the deveropment of the

public network (walkways, play areas, planting, etc.) could
proceed according to the bit by bit. process outrined above

in Alternative One.

d) Development Costs

The question of cost is, of course, very important

and wiII, to a large degree, determine both the extent of
deveropment and the rate at which it proceeds. The forlowing
cost estimates are provid.ed solely in order to provide some
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means for comparing the economic aspects of the three alter-

native design proposals; they should not be used as the basis

for budgeting or other financial decisions.

The reasons why these estimates should not be used

as the sole basis for decision-making stem from the nature of

ongoing development itself" As discussed above, ongoing

development is a continuous process which extends over many

years and which is controlled primarily by the residents them-

selves. Because of this, there are three ¡nain reasons why

the estimates are of limited value except inasmuch as they

offer a basis for comparison:

1. The unit, prices used in the estimates reflect
prices in 1980 dollars; over time, these values
may fluctuate quit.e dramatically (usually upward) .

2. Although some of the estimaÈes refer to projects
which should be completed all at once rather than
phased over time, much of the work would, in
fact, be implemented over many years. therefore,
while the total costs may aPpear very high, the
individual expenditures need only be incurred
when the resources are available and at a rate
set by the residents themseLves.

3. The unit prices used in the estimates are those
which would normally be used for estimating the
cost of having work done by a professional contrac-
tor. While this would need to be the case with
some components, much of the proposal could quite
feasibly be implemented by the residents them-
selves; to the extent Èhat construction was done
by the residents, the costs would be much lower.
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l_1s

Quantity Unit Price Cost

1. Demolish existing
parking lots and
replace topsoil

8800 sq. yds.

2. Construct new park- 8800 sq. yds.
ing lots

3. Modifictions to
units

4. Back yard fences
5. Servicing and

utilities (a11ow)

6. Major walkways 2,
7. Play areas
8. Paved areas around

play areas
9. Initial landscaping

a. trees
b. shrubs

L74

5300 fr.

800 sq. yds.
11

700 sq. yds.

100
100

$r3lsq. yd.

$13lsq. yd.

$1000 each

$ 1o,zf t.

$10/sq. yd.
$10_00 each

$20/sq. yd.

$300 each
$10 each

s114,400

114,400

I74,000

53,000
50,000

28,000
1l_,000

14,000

30,000
1,000

$seg, Boo
rI7,g60gm7;m

4,070

Sub-tota1
Contingency (203)
Total
Cost per unit (L7 4)

e) Summary and Evaluation

The reorganization of the units to create a pattern
of city blocks and public neÈwork would provid.e a very clear
and effective territoriar structure for wilrow park East,.

However, as with the others, Arternative Two has certain
advantages and disadvantages which must be carefulry consi-
dered. These wil-l be discussed in terms of the desj-gn proposal

itself and the process for realizing it.
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Design Proposal

1. Private Domains

As in the traditional model of urban structure, the

private sides of the units, including the back yards, are

hidden from public view in the interiors of the blocks. This

would provide a very high degree of privacy for residents.

The only problem of any significance in the respect is that
the size of a few of the back yards is limited by the existing
location of the units relative to one another. It will be

noticed in this proposal that the ambiguity of the units along

the street is completely resolved; these units all face onto

the street.

2. Public Network

In contrast to Alternative One, the public network

in this alternative is almost entirely defined by the fronts

of units. Consequently, all amenity and play spaces are 1o-

cated in areas where they will be well- used and where behaviour

can be convenient.ly and effectively controlled. One problem,

however, concerns the distribution of play areas and recrea-

tion facilities. Since the play areas are concentrated in

the interior of the site for Èhe most part, some residents,

especially in units along the street, ilay feel that they are

inconveniently located. The form of the public network is

simple and straightforward; the circulation would permiÈ
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convenient access to units and comfortable movement through

the site.

The parking lots are planned to provide sufficient
parking for the needs of all residents and visitors and are

designed to permit ease of access and maneuverability. Further-

more, the relationship of the parking lots to recreation and

play areas would provide children with safe places to play

while accommodating their natural desire to be "where the

action is". There is one probÌem with respect to parking and

access to units.' In contrast to Alternative One and to the

existing situation, some residents would not have the conveni-

ence and security offered by being able to park right. outside

their unit. Although no unit is more than 150 feet from a

parking spot, some resj-dents may feel that this is undesirable.
(An alternative parking arrangement is presented i_n Alterna-
tive Three. )

ii) Development Process

One of the potential_ disadvantages of Alternative
Two would be the capital costs invorved in the initial stages

of devel-opment: building new parking lots, demolishing the

existing ones, and modifying the units. As can be seen in the

cost estimates, these procedures would represent considerabl-e

outlays of funds. However, this initiar cost must be viewed

in terms of the potential advantages inherent in the proposat.
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Once the procedures involved in reorienting the units \^¡ere com-

pleted (and it was reconmended that they be done all at once),

the primary goal of territorial clarification would be rea-

lized. In a very short period of time, the problems at Willow

Park East stemming from its present territorial structure wouLd

be resolved. Furthermore, although considerable planning would

have to be done in the initial stages, the general process of

ongoing development would not require the same high Level of

coordination and control as is the case with the "bit by bit"

process described in Alternative One.
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6.5 Alternative Three:

a) Concept

The intention of A1Èernative Three (Fig. 73, pg.143)

is to explore the extent to which the problems now experienced

by residents at willow park East might be all_eviated by the
construction of additionar units. There are three reasons
why increasing the density of the project might be considered
an important option either now or in the future.

First of all, the construction of new unit.s may

become an economic necessity. rt is possible or even pro-
bable that the constantly increasing costs of maintaining and

servicing the relatj-vely dispersed forms of development which

now characterize many suburban areas, like willow park East,
will soon become prohibitive for both the residents and the

community at rarge. The future economic viability of low

density housing projects like willow park East may werr de-
pend upon the more efficient utilization of existing land
and infrastructure. one of the most important strategies
in this respect is to increase efficiency by increasing den-

sity.

The second reason to consider additionar develop-

ment is arso economic. More units may be considered as a
potential means for generating the revenue necessary to fi-
nance the ongoing development of the co-operative as a whole.

The residents of new units wourd not, onry graduarry pay off
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the capital costs of building their units (as do the present

residents) but would also contribute towards the development

of the public parts of the site. The cooperative could be

developed to a much higher level because of the increased

number of residents sharing the costs.

The third reason concerns the relationship between

density and environmental qualiÈy. It is a commonly held

belief that there is an inverse relationship between density

and environmental quality: the higher the density, the lower

the quality, and vice versa. While it is quite true that

increased density certainly does not guarantee increased

quality, there are a great many examples of high quality

environments which have been developed at densities consider-

ably above that of Willow Park East. It can be argued that

there is, in fact, a greater pot.ential for creating unique,

stimulating, and satisfying environment,s in developments

built at densities which are higher rather than lower; that

is, all of the amenities offered by low density environments

can be provided at higher densities as well as many more

positive features which are impossible at lower densities.

The current density of development at Willow Park

East is higher than that of single family housing, but much

lower than that of most other townhouse projects. In consider-

ing increasing the density of Vlillow Park East, the question

is not whether the existing environmental quality can be

maintained, but rather whether the quality can actually be
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improved. To what extent can the addition of more units
provide the resj-dents of Vüillow Park East with both economic

and environmental benefits?

For the purposes of this study, the type of deverop-

ment to be considered will be liniÈed to the addition of
units similar to the existing ones. However, in reality,
a very good case can be made for increasing the population

mix by adding a varj-ety of unit types. For exampre, addition-
ar development could j-nclude large units for big or extended

families, apartments for childless couples, independent senior
citj-zens r or other single persons, and, speciarized environ-
ments for singre-parent families. lvloreover, there may be

value in increasing the types of non-residential building uses

to provide a broader range of activities and services,
Exampres of this would include more commercial development,

community facilities and services, and, compatj-ble forms of
very light manufacturing. Encouraging activi.ties such as these

would increase revenue and, more significantly, creat.e a more

diverse and complete community.

b) Principles

The design concept involves a combination of the
strategies employed in both of the previous arternatives in
order to create an overarl pattern which will be able to
accommodate additional development. As in the other arter-
natives, Alternative Three is based on the foll-owing principles.
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I. Re-Orientation of Units

All of the units in the three bays which have units on

the st'
ñt o either the
greenspace or the street as the case may be. These three bays
would then uecðme traditional city bl0cks with back yards in
the centre of the block and the puuric sides of units facing
onto the Pub1ic network.

ACK t-

YARDS
¡--

O SOm.
hfhþtt-L+o 150 ft.-i

:-_-J __ L=
--Jl-l

TEMPORARY NURSERIES
.''-- ----'l -'r .-r-ll-J r-il_l---lJ

RE -ORIENTED UNITS

Fig. 61. Alternative 3: Preliminary Pattern: Three city
Blocks and TemPorary Nurseries

Private Yards and Temporary Nurseries

The units in the ogher two -bav9 are- p{ovided with--Þegk
m^ññ^eâvr' ñr1rcêrrêq rro .lãiãLooed ad.iacent to these

s, Protected bY fences'
ffi'""ideiesiaåntswithprivateoutdoor."Y11":--lh."-^::Tn"-
back yards (Fig.

rds.@ies are deve

;;ä-";;;å;i;= would reinrorcä rhe privacy gI rhe back yards,
h;ii lo a"tinå lr,e-puuric nãtwork, änd prõvide plant material
for the landscape development' of the Project'
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iii. Construction of New Units

The construction of additional units begi-ns and extends
over a

adjacent to olher back yards, a pattern
of city blocks is established. New dwelling units gradually
replace the temporary nurseries and are added to fill the
"gaps" in the existing groups of units. A new group of units
is also developed at the east end of willow centre. rn order
to facilitate the development of the city block pattern, 20
existing units have been removed. Most of these units courd
be reused by moving them onto foundations constructed within
the new pattern of development.

When the additional development is completed, the pro-ject will consist of seven blocks of units (Fig. 62). In this
proposal, 95 units have been added for a total of 249 units
(excludj-ng the apartments in willow centre). This represents
a 432 increase over the existing number of units.
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av. Private Yards

The interiors of the city blocks are subdivided into
UacX y r
ffi defined by fences, the back yards would Pro-
vide residents with a high degree of privacy. These back
yards are large enough to facilitate a great range of outdoor
activities. The yards can be developed by the residents them-
selves in ways which best meet their own personal require-
ments.

In this alternative, opposite back yards are joined
together and separated by fences. An alternative to the
"alleyways" described in Alternative Two, this solution woul-d
proviãe lfre greatest sense of privacy in the back yards because
all adjacent public movement has been eliminated.

5m.

o

Unit and Back

15 ft.

YardFig. 63. Alternative 3: Detail of
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v. Front Yards

A front yard is developed on the public side or front of
each u
Iy defined in order to clearly identify them as belonging to
the private domain. One purpose of this is to provide a
buffer between the unit and the public areas of the site there-
by reducing conflicts between the residents and those people,
especially children, using the public walkways and amenity
spaces. A second purpose is to provide residents with a great-
er sense of "possessing" their front yards. This would encou-
rage residents to maintain their yards and provide opportunities
for personal expression and public display. Typical elements
which could be used for the development of the front yards
might include Iow fences, hedges, trees and shrubs for shade,
texture, and colour, turf and other groundcovers, paving,
lighting, outdoor furniture, and other accessories.

5m.

o 15 ft.

Fig. 64. Alternative 3: Detail of Unit and Front Yard
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vi. Existing Parking Lots

The exi=lrng.parking lots are improved and redeveroped(rig. 
"more attractive, but also to make them more functional in termsof accommodating the many different activitj_es which takeprace in them. where possible, the existing sidewarks areexpanded in order to provide play spaces and surfaces forchi-ldren who wish to play very ctosã to home. prantirg, main-Iy large material, is added to provide protection from the sunand wind and to improve the general appèatance by reducing theapparent size and scale. The amount of parking änd the sizeof parking stalls are increased where poèsible] aftnough limit-ed, there are opportunities for some aàditiorral parking at theentrances to the parking lots.

30 m.

100 ft. {

Fig. 65. Alternative 3; Re-Development of Existing parking Lots
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vii. New Parking Lots

New parking lots are developed in the existing green-
space nd
lÏE-itors with convenient parking and access to units while
ensuring the safety of children. By restricting vehicle access
to limited portions of the site, large traffic-free areas are
reserved for recreation and p1ay. Sufficient parking is provid-
ed to accommod.ate all of the needs of both residents and visi-
tors.

O SOm.
{+rh#-F+o 15O ft.

Fig. 66. Alternative 3: New Parking Lots

As an alternative to the solution proposed in Alter-
native Two, the existing parking lots in the blocks of "revers-
ed" units are only partially redeveloped as back yards. One
side of the existing parking lot is retained to provide rear
parking for the units facing the street (Fig. 67)-. This would.
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function much the same as j-n those parts of Winnipeg where
houses face the street and have a parking lane in the rear.
Using the existing parking lots in this way would eliminate
some of the parking problems identified in Alternative Two,
Residents of units in these blocks which face the present
greenspace would park in the new parking lots.

100 fr.

Fig. 67. Alternative 3: Lane Parking Behind SÈreet Units

viii. Public !{alkway Syst.em

A system of public walkways is developed in the public
networ
fortable movement through and around the site, the walkways
are designed as natural and logical links between frequently
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used destination points. These latter i¡c1ude the play areas,
the parking 1ots, the store, the bus stop, and the fronts of
the units themselves. Developed in conjunction with the play
areas, the walkways provide children with additional play
spaces and surfaces.

In addition, smaI1 spaces at important points on the
walkways are designed as informal gathering places for children
and adults alike. These places are developed with seating,
paving, and planting for shade, wind protection, and spatial
enclosure.

O SOm.hllrf#o 150 ft.

Fig. 68. Alternative 3: Public Walkway System

ix. Play Areas

Structured play areas are developed for young child.ren
(Fis. id-
ing children with a wide range of experiences and with many
opportunities for innovation. In order to retain the interest
of children, the play elements themselves must be challenging,
flexible, and multi-purpose. Moreover, there should be no
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attempt to standardize the play areas at Willow Park East;
each one should offer children a unique set of experiences
and possibilities. The play areas are relatively smalI and are
distributed throughout the site in order to reduce the problems
often caused by large concentrations of children. The specific
locations of the play areas are based on three principles:

1. They are located close to the fronts of the units and
other areas of high activity because that is where child-
ren frequently prefer to pIay.

2. The play areas are developed in locations where they can
be easily supervised by adults.

3. They are located so that children have ready access to
larger open spaces which are safe and free from moving
traffic.

Fig. 69. Àlternative 3: Play Areas for Young Children

Constructed out of materials which are sturdy and simple,
the play areas include structures and equipment for swinging'
sliding, and climbing (Fig. 70). In addition, the play areas
are provided with elements and spaces which are conducive to
quiet, less active forms of play. Surfaces include paving for

lrlld#I 150 ft.
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wheeled toys and balls and sand or other granular materials
for safety and manipulative play. In winter, snow from the
parking lots should be piled in these areas to provide hilj-s
for sliding, tobogganing, and other forms of winter play. In
addition, smaIl'ar€as nearby should be flooded and maintained
as skating rinks for young children.

WALKWAY PLAY AREA
I

I BENCH TURF

5m.o

o

Play AreaFig. 70. Alternative 3: Detail of

15 ft.
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The play areas are also developed
the spaces around them. Spaces adjacent
are provided with seating for adults and
wind protection, and spatial enclosure.
include grassed areas, hi1ls for sliding
planting (Fig. 7I).

in conjunction with
to the play areas
planting for shade,
The larger open spaces
and climbirg, and.

BACKYARD IUNIT FRONT
YARD

PLAY AREA
PUBLIC NETWORK

PARKING LOT

FRONT
YARD

UNIT

1O m.

30 ft. {

3:

I':::rk

Fig. 7J-. Alternative Detail of Spaces Around PIaY Area



- .. The pg+nts of treng+!}on Þetgeen the surrounding streets
and the public areás of

re in-
ot i.he project, to clarify move-

ment for visitors, and to project a public image of wi1low
Park East which is positive, welcoming, and attractive" De-
velopment of the entrance points should include appropriate
signage, planting, lighting, paving, and. seating.

l- 
ENTRANCE POINTS
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{

x. Entrance Points

L---:-.,;

72. Alternative 3:
Public Network

ffi*,=#l
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rig. Entrance Points from Street to
of Willow Park East
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c) Development Process

Inasmuch as Alternative Three employs a combi-

nation of the strategies used in Alternatives One and Two, the

procedures for implementat,ion would involve both high capital

costs and the need for significant long range planning and

coordination. The decision to increase the density of Willow

Park East would have to be made early in the planning process

and initial development programs planned to accom¡nodate that

objective.

If this development strategy. was selected, the first

step would be to construct the new parking lots and to re-

orient. the units as indicated (a11 at once as described for

Alternative Two). The second step, which should occur at the

same time as the first step, would involve the initial develop-

ment, of the temporary nurseries. However, if the resources

were available, the nurseries could be omitted and the con-

struction of the new units begun immediately.

The development of the public network would proceed

"bit by bit", as desc'ribed for Alternative One, throughout

and following the construction program. However, because of

the complexity of a development program of this sort, the need

for continuity and coordinaÈion would be critical. For the

successful implementat.ion of Alternative Three, the Board of

Directors would, of necessity, be required to assume much of

the responsibilit,y for providing this direction and control.
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Howeverr âs before, Iocal groups and j-ndividuals should be

allowed considerable freedom to propose and develop the projects
which they deem important.

d) Development Costs

, The questj-on of cost is, of course, very important

and will, to a large degree, determine both the extent of
development and the rate at which it proceeds. The folrowing
cost estimates are provided solely in order to provide some

means for comparing the economic aspects of the three alter-
native design proposals; they should not be. used as the basis

for budgeting or other financial decisions.

The reasons why these estimates should not be used

as the sole basis for decision-making stem from the nature

of ongoing development itself. As discussed above, ongoing

development is a continuous process which extend.s over many

years and which is controlled primarily by the residents them-

selves. Because of this, there are three main reasons why

the estimates are of limited value except inasmuch as they

offer a basis for comparison:

The unit prices used in the estimates reflect
prices in 1980 dollars; over time, these values
may fluctuate quite dramatically (usually upward).

Although some of the estimates refer to projects
which should be complet,ed all at once rather than
phased over time, much of the work would, in
fact, be implemented over many years. Therefore,
while the t,otal costs may appear very high, the

1.

2.
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individual expenditures need only be incurred
when the resources are available and at a rate
set by the residents themselves.

The unit prices used in the estimates are those
which would normally be used for estimating
the cost of having work done by a professional
contractor. While this would need to be the case
with some components, much of the proposal could
quite feasibly be implemented by the residents
themselves¡ to the extent that construction was
done by the residents, the costs would be much
lower.

Quantity Unit Price CostItem

1. Demolish existing 1750 sq. yds
parking lots and
replace topsoil

2. Construct new
parking lots

3. Modification to
existing units

4. Back yard fences
5. Relocate units
6. Construct new

units (1000 sq.
ft. each)

7. Servicing and
utilities (a1low)

B. Major walkways
9. Play areas

5800 sq. yds

10. Paved areas around 500 sq.
play areas

11. Initial landscaping
a) trees
b) shrubs

$13,/sq. yd. $22,750

$13lsq. yd. 75,400

$1000 each 91,000

çr0/ft. 100,000

$10,000 each 200,000

$32/sq. ft..2,400,000

75,000

$1O/sq. yd. 30,000
$l-,000 each 6,000
$20 /sq. yd. 10, 000

91

10 ,000 ft.
20

75

3000 sq.
6

yds

yds

100
100

$300 each
$10 each

30,000
1,000

$3,041,150

14 ,656
4 ,420

Sub-tota1
Contingency (209)
TotaI
Cost per unit (249)

Cost pe.r unit (L7 4)
(assuming that the costs
of the new units would be
carried by those units
themselves )
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e) Summary and Evaluation

rf the assumption that increasing the density would

be economically viable is correct, the addition of more units
would provide funds for the development of the project as a
while. However, of more importance to this study is the

examination of the proposal in terms of its implications for
environmental quarity. The following is a summary of the major

advantages and disadvantages of Alternatj-ve Three with respect

to physical design and implementation procedures.

i). Design Proposal

1. Private Domain

The reorganization of Willow park East into the

traditional city block pattern wourd afford residents with a

high degree of privacy both in their units and in their back

yards. The advantage of this arternative over Alternative
Two in this respect is that the city blocks have been "com- :

pleted"; that is, there are very few back yards which are sepa-

rated from public network by fences alone. Tt shoul-d al-so be

noted that, despite the addition of a significant number of
new units, the majority of back yards are about the same

size as those in Alternative Two. Howeverr âs before, a few

of the back yards may be considered by some residents to be

too small.
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The use of a rear lane parking system for the units

facing the streets may also result in some reduction in
privacy in the back yards of these units. This drawback,

howeverr rTrây well be fully compensated for by the increased

convenience offered in being able to park very cl-ose to the

units.

2. Public Network

In Alternative Three, the general pattern of the

public network is very similar to that presented in Alter-

native Two. The public areas of the site are defined by the

fronts of units; all amenity spaces and play areas would be

well used and adequately supervised. The amount of parking

is adequate to satisfy all the needs of both visitors and

residents, althoughr âs in Alternative Two, some ."ride.rt"
would not be able to park right beside their units.

In this proposal, there is less public open space

than in either of the other alternatives; this occurs because

of the land area consumed by the additional units and yards.

As a result, the pressure placed upon the smaller recreation

areas by an increased population of users may lead to more

$¡ear and tear and/or to conf licts among users. In the case

of Willow Park East, this point must be viewed in terms of two

considerations. First, there is less public open. space, but

more private gpen space. Therefore, the actual need for
public open space may be considerably reduced. Secondly, the
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need for large recreation spaces on the grounds of willow
Park East must be viewed in terms of the open space resources
of the community as a whore. The recreation facilities and

spaces available at shaughnessy park and at the rocar high
schools are currentry under-utilized and could satisfy the
recreation needs of older children and adults from wirrow
Park East quite easily. For young children who, in any case,
typically prefer to pray closer to home, the public open

spaces proposed for wi110w park East would be adequate; they
ftây, in fact, be more desirabl-e because of their smaller
scale and greater intricacy.

ii) Development process

There is no question but that the imprementation of
Arternative Three would be both costly and complex. rt wourd

require comprehensive and long term pranning studies in order
to resolve the many legal, financial, and physicar pJ_anning

issues. specificarly, it'wourd be essentiar to fulry under-
stand the costs and benefits of addiÈionar development, the
future requirements for various types of housing, the impact
upon the present. resi-dents of wirlow park East, and the manage-

ment adjustments that would be necessary in order to effective-
Iy administer such a program. The successful completion of
a development program of this scope wourd require a very strong
and long term commitment on the part of the residents and the
cooperative as a whoLe. Nevertheless, despiÈe the difficulties
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and problems involved in implementing Alternative Three, the

resulting environment could well Prove to be of high quality

and very satisfying for the residents of Willow Park East.
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APPENDTX Ol{E: QUESTTONNAIRE

The following is a copy of the questionn.aire which was
distributed to each of the l-74 units at Vüillow park East during
the Spring of 1979.



ILLOW PARK EAST HOUSING C()-()P [TD.

l-10

TO ALL MEMBERS OF l,l I LLOh' PARK EAST:

The fol lowing questionnai re is an important part of a projec-f being under-
taken this summer by myself and lhe Board of Directors ai l'lillow Park
East (WPE). Although the project is fhe basis of a lhesis I am preparing
for fhe University of Manitoba, it is hoped thal the results wi I I be cf
very real pracTical value to you and the ofher residents. The purpose of
the project is to sludy WPE as il now exisfs and to then develop desicn
proposals aimed at making it an even better place in which lo I ive.

The questionnaire is being dislribuled in order to find out what you I i ke
and donrt like about l,lPE and to give you an opporfunily to express your
views on how you think it might be improved. Your opinions are impcrta¡t
and, for that reason, it is essentÎal thaf as many people as possible
complete ¡t. However, if for any reason you do not wish to participe-l¿,
please do nol feel obl igated; the questionnaire is entirely volunlary.

The queslionnai re, which wi I I take no more than 25 minutes, should be
completed by an adulf. However, please feel free lo include the views
of al I those who I ive in your unit. Al I informalion provided by you wi I I

remain in strict confidence, The results, however, will be presen-fed at
one of the nexT regular meeTings of the Board.of Directors.

THE COMPLETED QUEST IONNA I RE W I LL BE P I CKED UP DUR ING THE EARLY EVEN I I'JG

OF I,IEDNESDAY, JUNE 13, ] 979. I F YOU I.J I LL NOT BE AT HOME, PLEASE LEAVE IT
IN YOUR ¡4A I LBOX OR W ITH A NE IGHBOUR.

ln addition fo administering lhe ques+ionnaire, I wi I I be spending time
during June observing and documenling how the site ¡s currently being
used. A major purpose of on-site observation is to idenlify where chi ldren
are frequently playing and whal they are doing. When you see me around,
please donrt hesitate to ask questions or to share your views.

.,..And please remember, your opinions are imporfant and they wi I I make
a d¡fference.

Thank you very much for your time.

f. 1.I2 - FrÌ Tyncìall Avenue. Winnipeg
MANITOBA
rì2x 21'4

t'hone : b33-5 951

Yours sincerely,

Frt "f íi"ft^
--Pete r F. Sm i Ih

Departmenl of Landscape Arch itec-iure
UnÌversity of Manitoba.

P.S. lf you have
p I ease fee I

any questions about the
free to ca I l. My phone

project or the questionnai re,
number is 452-1583.



Please give the fol
yourse lf .

lowing informa-f ion aboul 1.

Age: 12- 19 Sex: M

Vlhal do you fhink are the most important
characferi s-tîcs of a good p I ace to ra i se a
fami ly? (Rank three in order of importance

_lots of space
_friendly neiahbours
_good schoo ls
_a mixture of differenf -iypes

of peop le
_lots of children in the area
_good p laygrounds
_l i tt I e t ra f f i c
_close to rvl¿tives

othe r

ls WPE conven ient ly loca-led f or -lhose
in your unit who work?

nol at al I convenienÌ
_somewhat conven ient
_quite convenient
_very convenienÌ

How do you fee I about the qua I i fy of the
local community services around here (schc
parks, playgrounds, community cl ubs, e+c. )

2. Your occupalion:

lf you are not the principal
what i s lhe occupat i on of the
wage-earner?

_20-39
_39-65
_over 65

Marifal Slatus:

-F

_single
_married
_divorced or separafecj
_w idowed
_ofher:

wage-earner,
principal

?

¿.

5

P I ease g i ve the ages of the ch i I d ren v;ho
usually live in your unit.

o

o

chitd #1:
Ct¡i I d #2:
child #3:
chitd #4:

vea rs

In fo-lal, how many people usually live
in your unil?

Jus'l before moving
live? (Check one in

Dwel I ing Type:

to l{PE, whe re d i d you
each group. )

_f a rm

_detached house
_dup lex
_mobile home
_low-rise aparf menl
_high-rise aparlment

_ow n

_rent
_co-op hous ing

_not at all good
_f a i r ly good
_qu ite good
_very good

1C. Do you have the use of a c¿r?

1 1, How often

ra r¿ I rr

_occas iona I Iy
_frequently
_almost always

do you -iake the bus?

_rarely
_occas ion¿ | ly
_frequen-tl¡
_alnrcs-f alw3)-s

Tenure:

Location: in the counfry
small -lown (less

than 2500 )

_suburbs of a city
_c lose to downlown

Length of stay: _less than one year
_1 -2 years
_3-5 yea rs
_more than f ive years

lf money was no object, where would you
chose to live? (Check one ¡n each group)

Dwelling Type: _f arm
_defached house
_dup lex
_mobile home
_low-rise aparlmenT
_high-rise aparfment

Tenure: _own
_renf
_co-op hous ing

you initially move lo iîF¿? (Cne:k

12. Do you think -lh¿t
hood f or children

Ye s

-lir i s i s
1o c rcìr

No

¿ EOCa

whv?

6.

13. why did
on e . )

_f , iends were
_loca-l ion
_appearance of
_the cosf
_lhe un iT

othe r:

livlnc here

the prcjec-i

14. How long have you been
Locat ion : _i n lhe count ry

_smal.l town (less less than
ihan 2500) 

-six 
months

_suburbs of a city ^ _two years
_c lose to downtown more than

living at üPi?

s ¡x months
to two years

to five years
f i ve years



1 5. How much I onge r do you p I an

_less Ihan one
_1 -4 years
_5- l0 years
_indefinitely

to sfay?

yea r

surplus funds, how
to see them spenf?
order of importance.)

16. lf WPE ever had
would you like
(Rank three in

_lix up the unifs
_recreaf ion f acililies f or leens

and adu lts

20. How do you meet people at WPE? (Renk
three in order of importance. )

_at manðgement meel ings
_working on cars
_+hrough children
_being asked lo lend things
_while working around outsicje
_by joininc in a game ¡n the

greensPace
_naif inE for a bus
_othe r:

21 . Do you fee I safe wa I k i ng around here
af ter dark? (Check one in each gr-oup. )

The Parking Lots: _not al all saf e
somewha-l sa f e

17. What do
th ree i n

I owe r rent qu i te sa fe
_play f ac i lif ies lor younger children _very safe
_more landscap ing
_soc¡al events The GreensPace: 

-not 

at all safe
o-lher: _somewha-l safe

_quite safe
_ve ry s a f e

_not at all safe
_somewhat safe
_q u i te s a f e

,,o rr¡ c > {o

services af Ui¡llow CenIre
(Check one in each ..a¿:,)

The Streets:

you I i ke besT about t¿JPE?

order of importance,)

fhe location
the way iT is run
lhe peop le
The renl
spacious grounds

(Rank

_êpPearance
_the parking
_the un il

other:

I 8. Wha-i do you I i ke I east about WPE? ( Ran k
three in order of importance.)

22. V/ir ich
do you

of the
USE?

ra re I y frec,..:er.ti¡

it is conveniently lc-Do you feel
caTed?

_yes

ithy?

the loca-l ion
The way it is run
the peop I e
fhe renf
spacious grounds
appearance
the parking
f he un i1
othe r :

24, How do you
of each of

feel about the e,¡pearaic:
the following?

19. How many res i denfs do you know we I I

enough fo say rrHel lort to? (Check one
in each group.)

ln your bay: _ve ry f ew
_some
_many
_almost all

_very few
_s ome

_many
almost al I

How do you fee I

of each of lhe
about the

f o I lowing?
ma i nTenance

ln WPE in
gene ra I :

c+^-^.

The Dayca re:
The Hea I thca re :

goocj fair poo:-

The I'leighbourhooC:
WPE in general:
The Units:
The Park i ng Lots:

Greenspace:

Ne ighbour-hood:
WPE in general:

The Parking Lots:
The Greenspace:

good faÌr poor



26. Have you ever had any Trouble with kids
damaging things, digging holes, elc?

No

27. Wf'af do you like -l'he best about the insi
of your unil? (Rank fhree in order of
i mporlance. )

_Yes, f or examp le: _

34. Do you eve rrrpeering" in
one in each

33, Do guests or de I ivery peop le eve r ey.-
press diff iculty in f inding your uriT

ra re I y
occas iona I ly
freouenily
a lmost a ivrays

feel like pecple are
to your windows? (Cir eck
group. )

Your kitchen wincow: _rareiy'
_occasi:''zl ly

-ji;::;'l:t.,,
Yoli' I ivingroorTr window:

_rarely
_occas iona ì I y
_frequen-ily
_aIrnos-l always

35, Some people I ike the uniTs and yarCs
a I I I ook i ng the same; others I i ke ther
all dif ferenf . How do ycu feel?
(Check one in each group,)

The units: _all the same
_êll dif ferent
_donrÌ care

The yards: _all the same
all dif ferent
donrl ca re

de

fhe n umber of rooms
the s i ze of rooms
the number of w i ndows
the amount of storage
the k itchen
the I ivingroom
the f in ishes
o-lhe r:

28. Wnat do you I i ke best about the oi-,:ts i de
of your un if ? (Rank -lhree in order of
i mportance. )

The roof
the w indorcs
the pat io
the frcn-l door and enfrance
-ihe genera I appearance
other:

36. Whal do you I i ke best about the park
lofs? (Check one.)

tnô

29. Are you ever bothered by chi ldren play-
ing too c lose +o your un i-l? (Check 9!e. )

-no_yes, on the palio side
_Yes, on the Parking lot side
_yes, on both s i des

30. How do you use your palio? (Rank
three i n order of i mporlance. )

_l don t-i ha ve lo wa I k
_-lhe appeêraruc
_l can see my ca r f rom
_good for ball-games,

and rTrikes
oTher:

far lo my

my uniT
b icyc les,

_s ilt i ng
_s to ra ge

sunba-lhi

-keep 
ing

_barbeque
_children
_drying c

_grow ing
olher:

out with f riends

ng

l - ^ r^.,Þ l- roy
I olhes
f I owers or vegelab I es

37 l'Jhat do you I ike least
king lols? (Check one.)

_the appearance
_dangerous for chil
_noise and exhaust

ofher:

about the par-

dren
from vehicles

31. Do you ever wish lhaf you pa-lio
more privale?

_rarely
_occasionally
_frequently
_a lmost a lways

32. Do you ever wish thaf your patio was
larger?

_rarely
_occas iona I ly
_frequently
_a lmosl a lways

38,0n the map, mark your unit with an "X"

39.0n the map, mark fhe units of friends
wifh an rr0r'.

40. 0n the map, indicafe vrhere chi ldren
usually play at WPE, Distinguish be-
tween winter and summer in the fol lowing
way:

was

lf you can, indi
well.

./\z.'Itt\-----/
l,,/inter

cale what they do as

S umme r
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41 lf you have pre-school chi ldren, how
do you usua I I y supervi se them when
they p I ay outs i de? (Check one. )

I ins is-l that they not p lay
out of sight of mY unit

_l (or a friend) usually go out
w i th fhem

I donrl usua I I y worry about them;

45. Does it boTher you if children or adults
who donr-i I i ve at WFE come over tc use
the greenspace? ( Check one. )

_l can never tell who lives at VJFE

and who doesnrf
_it bothers me, but there is nc-ihin¡

you can do about it
if bothers me, but lhey usually

leave when I ask them Ìo
ofher:

somebody is bound to see lhem
i f they geT i nto troub I e

42. Whal ðo Teenagers do around !rPE i n
their spare time? (Rank two in order
of i mporlance-, i n each group. )

Summer: sporTs, for examP le: 

-

_work on cars in the Parking
lots

-hang 

around
_babysil or look after

younger children

-drive 

around In cars
_ofher:

46, Do your ch i I dren use Shaughness), F3 rl'.
Playground? (Check one. )

I donrl

-l 
don t l

_they go
often

_l allow
go wi

_other:

know
permii them to use ¡t
over by therr,selves quiie

-lhem to go only if they
fh an adrlt

WinTer: _play hockey
_hang around
_babysit or look afler

younger children
_drive around in cars
_fhey stay indoors

olher:

43. I,,/hat do you Iike doing outside at
(Rank two i n order of imPorlance,
each group. )

Summer: _work in +he yard
sit around and cha-l wilh

friends
' _f ix uP mY unit

-slrolling 

and hiking
work on my car
jogg i ng or other f i tness

ac-livities
_barbeque
_play wi'ih the children
_sports, for example:

other:

41 , l,lhaf feafures of Shaughnessy Part<
Playground do you I i ke the besi?
(Rank two in order of importance. )

swinos
_s I ides

climbino strLrctures
_sand p its
_the other kids who use ii
_the wading pocl

other:

48. What
( Ra n k

features do vou like the leas-¡?
two in ordeF of impor-tance. )

_sw rngs
_s I ides
_climbing struc-lures
_sand p i-ts
_fhe o+her kids who use ¡I
_fhe wading pool

othe r;

l/JPE?

in

44.

Winfen: _cross-country skiing
s hove I snow

-toboggan 
or sledding

_pleasure skating
_hockey
_ra re I y go outs i de

other:

Are there th i ngs you wou I d I i ke
outside at l'/PE but canrf because
are no f acilities?

Summer aclìvities:

to do
There

49. WhaT features do your children like
the besl? (Rank two in order of irnpor-
tance. )

_swìngs
_slidesclimbino struclures
_sand p its

the other kids who use ¡t

-the 
wad ing poo I

_oTher:

What features do your ch i I dren I

the I east? (Rank two i n order of
portance. )

_swtngs
_slides
_c I imb ing sf ructu res
_sand p its
_the of her kids who use
_lhe wading pool

othe r:

ike
i nn-

l'l inter act iv it ies: i+



51 . Do you th i nk thaf there shou I d be more
p I ay faci I i t ies for young ch i I dren at
WPE ?

No, beca use:

Yes, for examp I e:
winter activities:

summer activities:

Howeve r, I wou I d nol I i ke to see :

52. VJhich children have the greatest neeC
for more play faci I ifies at this time?

_0-2 years old
)- )

-6-10_over l0

53. Shou I d the p I ay areas for very young
ch i I dren be separated fron, those for
older children?

_Ye s No

l{hy?

54. lf you think that There should be more
play facilities, whal should -lhey be
like? (Check one. )

_one large centra I ized p layground
_a number of smaller play areas

d i slr i buted Th roughoul fhe
greensPace

other:

why?

i5. Apart from play faci I ilies, are there
o-lher i mprovemenfs wh i ch you wou I d
I i ke lo see a+ WPE?

Greenspace:

0utside of and around fhe unils:

Pa rk i ng I ots:

t6. Do you feel thaf your views are con-
s i dered when dec i s i ons are be i ng
made at l',lPE? (Check one. )

_rarely
_occas iona I ly
_frequently
_a lmost a lways

57, Do you usually attend general ar,C/or
board meet ings?

_ra re I y

_occas iona I ly
_f requent ly
_a lmost a lways

58. Now that you have I ived at !,JPE f or a
while, do you fhink -lha-l Co-operative
Housing is a good idea?

Yes tic

l,lhy?

59, lf could well be that the questiors
asked so far have no-i covered a I I ai
your concerns. The fo I I ow i ng spaces
are provided f or you f o add any cor,/,re:ì-i-s
which you feel are importan-t. i,lri-ie
as much or as liftle as you like.

The neighbourhood:

V/PE in general:

The units (inside or ou-l):

The parking lots:

The greenspace:

Play f acililies:

Wi I low Centre:

Othe r:
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APPENDTX TVüO: QUESTTONNAIRE RESPONSES

The following are the responses to the questionnaire
(see Appendix One). Of the l-74 questionnaires distributed,
7l were completed and returnedi when 13 vacant units are
accounted for, this represents a 36so return.



l-54

ORGANIZATTO}IAL STRUCTURE

NOTE: Figures
as theY

in brackets refer to
are numbered in the

the specific questions
questionnaire.

B.

A. DEMOGRÄPHIC DATA (I,3,4)

FACTORS AFFECTI}{G SATISFACTION

1. PREVTOUS EXPERTENCE 4N! EXPECTATToNS

2. GENERAL SATISFACTTON (17,18)

4.L Territorial Control
4.la PrivacY (31,34)

1.1 Previous Residentíal Environment (5)

L.2 "Ideal" Residential Environment (6 '7)
i : ã Perception of Vlillow Park East ( l-3 

' 
l-4 ' 

15 )

r57

ls9

L62

l.64

170

Public Spaces (26,29,4r,45)

r75

3. LOCATION

3.I Character of Neighbourhood (12)

3.2 Quality ãt-s"rnió." e,46 '47 '48 t!9 '50 '22)
3.3 Transportation and Movement (B'I0'f1)

4. COl.lrRoL

4"2

5.

4.]b Behavioural Control in
4.Ic SafetY and SecuritY (21)
Management Control (56, 57, 5B)

RECREATTON AND SERVICES

5.1 Recreati-on (42,43,44)
5. Ia Young Children
5.Ib Older Children
5.lc Teenagers
5.1d Adults

5.2 Other Services (36'37)
5.2a Parking Lots
5.2b Garbage



1s5

6. UNIT DES]GN AND ORGANIZATION I79

6 .l- Units
6.1a Interior (27)
6 .1b Exterior (28 ,30 ,32)

6.2 organization o¡ Uri¿s (33)

7. IMAGE AND APPEARANCE IB2

7.I Appearance and Maintenance (24,25)
7.2 Self-Expression/Corporate Image (35)

8. OPPORTUI{ITIES FOR SOCTA], TNTERACTION (I9,20) 185

C. EXPRESSED NEED AND GOALS

1. GENERAL (16,55)
2. cHTLDREN (57,52,53,54)

186
l_8 I



rs7

I or¡¡oe nnpu Ic onrn

Cily of l'linnipeg averages*222,

Number of peop I e bv aqe qroups

Househo ld s-lructure

Fîg- 2
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Household size

Fig. 3
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$ rRcrons nrrrcr t No snr I s rncr t oru

1 . PREV I OUS EXPER I ENIC;E AI.ID EXPECTAT IONS:

1 . 1 PREV I OUS RES I DENT I AL ENV I RONMENT

5. Just before moving
I i ve? (Check one i n

fo WPE, where did you
each group. )

100

defached house

low-rise aparlmen-t
dup lex
high-rise apôrtmenl
f a rm

I e home

suburbs of a city
close fo dovrntown

sma I I town

in the country

Fig.5
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.I .2 'I I DEALI' RES IDENT IAL ENV IRONMENT

6. I f money was no
chose fo live?

object, whe re wou I d You
(Check one in each grouP)

0 706050403020l0 80 90 100

detached house

fêrm
high-rise apartment

dup lex
mobi le home

low-rise aPartment

suburbs of a cilY
in the countrY
sma I I town

c I ose to down -lown

7. VJhat do you think are the mosl impor+an-i
characferi sti cs of a good p I ace to ra i se a

fami ly? (Rank three in order of importance. )

good schoo I s

lots of space

f riendly neighbours
li+tle traffic

p laygrounds

close fo rvlatives
lots of chi ldren in The area

Fig.

70605040502010 80 90 100

hous ing

a mixture of differenl tyPes of eople

Fig-
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1 .J PERCEPT I ON O F I{PE

13. Why did you
one. )

initial ly move lo hpÉ? (Check

806050403020 70 90 100

Fig. I

60 70 80 90 loo

F ís. 9

70 9û 100

the cosf
f riends were I he re
I ocaf i on

the un it
appearance of the Pro
needed home right õway
pets perm i Tled
open space
re I at i ves at WpE

14. How long have you been l ivino aî lJpE?

less f han s ix mon-ths

months lo two yee rs

50403020l0

two ears To f i ve veers
more than f ive years

15. How much longer do you p lan fo s-lay?

less than one
I -4 years
5-10 years

80

indefinitel

10 20 50 40 50 60

Fig. 10
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2. GENERAL SATISFACTION

17. Whal do You like
three in order of

best abouT WPE? (Rank
-Tñp-ortance. )

the wa

spac ious rounds

appearance
the park in

17. What do You Iike
lhree in order of

best about WPE? (Rank
-ffiollance. )

80 90 100

Fig.

40 60 70 80 90 100

106050403020
( f irst cho ice )

lhe rent
+he localion
the peop le

the un it
it is run

t1

5030
(second choice)

-the locat ion

the un it

+he rent
the peoP I e

lhe waY il is run

spacious grounds

lhe parking

12

appearance

Fig.



lB. l{hal do you li
three in order

163

ke least about WPE? (Rank
of i mporfance. )

firsf choice)

The wôy it is run

80605040302010 10 90 100

Fig

70 80 90 100

f he pa rk i n
appearance

the locaf ion
the un it
the peop I e

spac ious rounds
fhe renf
roads and paving

18. l{hat do you I i

three in order
ke I easf about WPE? ( Ran k
of i mportance. )

13

6050403020( second cho i ce )

appearance
the pa rk i n g

The uniT
the peop I e

spacious grounds
fhe location
the way it is run

ga rbage a reas
roads and pavi n

the rent

14Fig
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3. LOCAT I ON:

3.1 cHARACTER 0F NE lG[BQUEll!!!

12. Do you think thal
hood f or chìldren

ihis is a

to grcw up
neicrlc,ui--goo C

in?

706050401U20'l 0 BO 90 100

Fig.

Yes because:

I ols of other ch i I d ren

communiTy services
Ìhe peoP I e

c I ose lo schoo I s

open sPace

little lraf f ic

No, because:

-lhe peoP le
densilY too high

rough neighbourhood

loo many kids
foo close to Public housing

not enough f acìlities
lra f f i c
f r iends move awaY ì-oo of ien

15
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3.2 QUAL I TY 0F SERV I CES

How do you fee I abouf the qua I i ty of the
local communily services around here (schools,
parks, playgrounds, community cl ubs, etc. )?

9.

70605040302010 9C 100

Fig.

70 9C 100

Fig

80 90 100

16

46. Do your chi
Playground?

ldren use Shaughnessy Fark
(Check one. )

80605040JU2010

I allow lhem to go only with an adult
lhey go ove r by themse I ves

occasional ly
I dont-i permit them to use

in groups
I donrl know

41 . l,r/hal features
Playground do
(Rank two in o

no

sw lnqs
the wad i ng poo I

sand p its
s I i de s

oPen space

climbing:f ructures
none

Shaughnessy Park
like lhe besf?

r of imporTarrce.)

oÍ
you
rde

1060504030IU10

s kat i n rink
close tc unif

f a i r ly
quite

'lhe othe r k i ds who use i f

Fig. ]B
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48. What feafures do you I

(Rank two in order of
ike -lhe least?
importance, )

fhe other kids who use

climbing slrucf ures

the wad i ng Poo I

sw rngs

s I ides
sand p its

arbaqe and lass
noth in
ti, e street cross i ng

lack of supervision
lack of shade

49. What features do your children like
the best? ( Rank two i n order of i mpor-
tance, )

s9,/ tnos
the wad i ng poo I

sand p ils
s I ides

cl imbing structures
oDen sDace

70 90 100

Fig. 19

40 50 60 10 B0 90 100

BO6050403020t0

0 l02010

fhe other ki ds who use

Fis. 20



50. Whal feaTures do
the least? (Rank
p o rtãnãëT )

167

your children like
two in order of im-

BO605040l02010 70 90 r00

F îg. 21

tt) 80 90 100

the other kids who use it
noth ing
sw ings

the wad in poo I

climbing structures
sand p its
-lhe washrooms

garbage and glass
s I ides

22. Wh i ch of lhe
do you use?

services at lr/ iIlow Cenlre(Check one in each group.)

605040l02ñl0

The Store:

rarely
occasionally

of-ien
frequently

The Dayca re:

ra re I ),

occasional ly
often
f requenl I y

The Hea I fh

rarely
occasional ly
ofien
frequently

Fig. 22
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8.

3.3 ACCESS TO SER\':CES

ls WPE convenienlly locafed for llrose
in your unit who work?

not aT al I convenient
somewhat conven i ent
quite convenient
very conven i enf

10. Do you have the use of a czr?

ra re I y

BO6040302010 70 90 100

Fig. 23

908070605040<n20

occas iona I I

frequently
a lmost a lways

11. How of -ien do vou take the bus?

ra re I y

occas iona I ly
frequently

706050403020t0 80 90 100

aln'ost always

Fîg. 25



0f those who frequently or almost always
lake the bus, how many report qu i le or
very conven i ent?

L69

lo 106050403020l0 80 90 I00

te -very conven i enl
nof al all-somewhal convenient

te -ver conven i ent
nof at ¿ | l-56¡¡swhat conven ient

0f Those who frequently or almost always
use a veh i c I e, how many report qu i te or
very conven ient?

r009080706050403020l0

Fîg. 26
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4.CONTROL:

1 TERRITORIAL CONTROL

1a PRIVACY

31. 0o you ever wi sh that you patio was
mcre privaÌe?

rarely
occas iona I ly
f requent ly
a lmost a lways

80705040302010

34. Dc you ever feel like PecPle ere
"peeri ng" i nto ycut- w i ndcws? (Checl'l

one in each grouP')

Your kitchen winiow:

f ¿1e I /

frequenl'i

almosT always

You,i' i ivingroom window:

ra re I y

occas iona I lY
frequentlY

70605040302010

60 90 100

Fis 21

oñ 90 r 00

Fig. 28
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4.1b BEHAV I OURAL CONTROL IN PUBLIC SPACES

26. Have you ever had
damag i ng th i ngs,

any trouble wifh kids
digging holes, êtcì.

706050403020 80 90 100

.No

Yes, for examp

un it
landscape ma-ferîals
vehicles
lhefl
d igg in ho les
fences
ôrbage

exterior I ighting

29. Are you ever
ing loo close

by children play-
unit? (Check one.)

Fîg. 29

BO 90 100

bothered
to your

706050403020l0

no

yes, on the parking lot side
es, on the patio side

Yes, on both s i des

Fîg r0
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41. lf you have pre-school chi ldren' how

å; 'i;; usua I rY su?elIi::, tlÎi ih""
ih"; P I aY outs i de? (Check one ' r

ï ns i st that theY nof P I aY

;ii ;i slsht of mY unit

7060504030IU BO 90 100

90 100

Fig. 32

(or a friend)
w i lh them

45, Does it boTher
who donr-l live
the greensPace?

usuallY go ou-t

fhem
em;

vou if chi ldren or adulls
åt wPE come over To use

( Check one . )

8070605040JU20

can never te I I who I i ves at WFE

and who doesnrt

bothers me, bul there
you .un do abou-l if

ìl

donrT care

on ly theY are destrucl i ve

I i ke fherr fo come

noth ing

lyit bolhe rs me, b uT theY us ua I

leaue when I ask fhem to



4.1c SAFETY AND SECURITY

l.73

here
group. )

21. Do you feel
affer dark?

safe walking around
(Check one in each

The Pa rk i ng Lots :

noI aT all saf e

somewhat sa fe

u ite sa f e

very safe

The Greenspace:

not af all safe
somewhat sa fe

very safe

The Sfreels:

not at all sêf e

somewhaf sa fe
quite safe
very safe

Fig. 33
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2 MANAGEMENT CONTROL

56. Do you feel
s i dered when
made at VIPE?

thal your vievJs are con-
decisîons are being
( Check one. )

rare ly
occasionally
frequently
a lmost a lvJaYS

donrt know

I dont -l P resen-i mY v i ews

51, Dc you usua I I y attend genera I and/or
board meel ings?

rarely
occas iona I lY

f r.equent ly
a lmost a lwaYs

Yes because:

I ow cosf
fhe basic PrinciPle
peop le work !9!e'l-her

ood peoP I e

conven i ent
good alternative toa
helps Young f amÎ I

No

58. Now That you have I ived at WPE for a

while, do.you lhink that Co-opera-iive
Housìng is a good idea?

BO 90 100

Fig 34

90 100

Fig. 35

40 50 60 70 BO 90 100

ío l0 )(\ 70ôU504050

80706050403020l0

3020

te5

artments
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5 AMENITI ES AND SERVICES:

5,1 RECREAT I ON

42 What do teenagers
their spare time?
of importance, in

do around h'PE in
(Rank two in order
each group. )

8070605040t020 9C 100

S umme r:
hano around
sports
don t t know

work on cars
babys i f or look after younger ch i I àren
drive around ln cars
television
r ide b icyc les

Winter:
they stay i ndoors
p lay hockey

hang around
babysit or look affer youn er children
don t t know

drive around ca rs

Fig. 37



41. VJhat do You
(Rank two in
each grouP. )

L76

like doing oulside at llJPE?

order of imPortance, in

80504030?0t0 60 70 90 100

Fig. 38

Summer:

barbeque
work i n lhe Va rd

sit around and chat with friends
play with the children

un if
nof h in at WPE

strollin and h i

work on mY car
jogg in or other f i tness act

SDortS

W i nler:
ra re I y go ou-ls i de

shove I snow

cross-counlry skiin
loboooan or sleddin
pleasure skatin
noth i nq at WPE

donrt know

hocke

snowmob i I e

snow shoe
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44. A re fhere th i ngs you wou I d I i ke to do
outside at WPE but canft because there
are no f acilitles?

l{inter acf ivities:

none

ga rden i n

group barbeques

sporTs
b icyc le

Summer activities:

none

lobogga n

workshop or gera
hoc key

more space

cross-country ing

Fig 39
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2 PARKING LOTS

do you like besl about -lhe Parking
( Check one. )

36. v'lhat
lots?

f 7. l¡Jhat
king

106050403020 80 90 100

I can see my car from my unit
I dontt have To wa I k far to my car

ood for ball- cles rfrikes

The appeêran\.c

do you like least aboul The Par-
lots? (Check one' )

danoerous for ch i I dren
no i se and exhaust f rom veh i c I es

stal ls too smal I

not enouqh pãrkin

the appearance
Too many ch i I dren lay i n there
manaqemenl

soeed inq cars
nol enough plugs

condifion of pavin

stal I too far awa

F îg. 40

40 50 7o 80 90 100605020l0

Fig. 41
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6. UNIT DESIGN AND ORIENTATION:

6,1 UN I TS

6.1a INTERI0R

27, Vlhat do you I i ke the best
of your unit? (Rank three
i mportance. )

the n umber of rooms
The livin
The number of windows

fhe size of rooms

about the insice
in order of

o^605040l020l0 70 90 100

The k itchen
basemenl

my own entrance
be i ng ab I e lo redecorate
sun orientation
fhe amount of sfora
the f in ishes

Fig. 42



6.ib EXTERIOR

28. 'l/nat do you I

of your unit?
i mporfance. )

180

ike bes'f aboul the outs¡de
(Ran[Jhree in order of

70605040l02010 80 90 100

Fig. 43

80 90 100

Fig. 44

80 90 100

the Þat io
-ihe {ronf door and enTrðnce

fhe nera I appearance

the windoh's

the rcof
the ards

30. How do you use
three in order

your patio? (Rank
of importance, )

7060504030IU10

barbeque
silling oul with f riends
childrenrs play

sunbath in

row i no f I owers or ve

keep inq pets

drvinq clothes
slora

32, Do you ever wish
larger?

tab les

that your pa-tio was

706050403020

rarely
occasional ly
f requenl I

almost alwa

Fig .45
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6.2 OR I ENTAT I ON OF UN I TS

Do guesls or del ivery people ever ex-
press dif f iculty in f indinE yolrr urif ?

ra re I y

occas iona I ly
frequently
a lmos-i a iwa

Fig. 46
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1. IMAGE AND APPEARAxI-Ej

7. 1 APPEARANCE AND MA I NTENANCE

24 How do you fee I about
of each of lhe followi

The Ne i ghbourhood:

gcod

poor

+he aDoearance
n9?

706050403020 80 90 100

gene ra

The Un its:

GreensPace:

Fig. 41



25. How do you
of each of

feel aboul the
lhe following?

183

ma i ntenance

90 100

The Ne i ghbourhood:

The Park i ng Lots:

Fig. 48
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7.2 SELF EXPRESS I ON/CORPORATE I MAGE

35. Some peop I e I i ke the un i ts and yards
a I I looki ng fhe same; olhers I i ke them
a I I d i fferent. How do You fee I ?
(Check one in each grouP')

The unifs:

all fhe same

all dif feren-l-

donrt care

The yards:

+he same

dif f erent
don t t ca re

605040302010 10 BO 90 100

Fig. 49



B. OPPORTUN I T I ES FOR SOC I AL

185

I NTE RACT I ON :

'I 9. How mêny res ¡ dents do you
enough to say t'He I lort lo?
in each group.)

know we I I

( Chec k one

806040l020l0 70 90 100

Fig. 50

80 90 100

20. How do you meet
th ree i n orde r

people at WPE? (Rank
of í mportance. )

70605040302010

throuqh chi ldren
whi le workino around outs ide
work i ne on cars
at manaqement meet i n

waif inq for a bus

social evenfs
suntanning
bv .ioinin rn a

ln your bay:

gene ra I :

be i no asked fo lend thin

Fig. 51
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c EXPRESSED NEEDS AND GOALS:

1. GENERAL

16. lf WPE ever had
would You like
(Rank three in

surplus funds, how
to see fhem sPent?
order of importance.)

706050403021,10 BO 90 100

Fig. )L

50 60 10 80 90 100

( f irsl cho ice )

I owe r ren-t
f ix uo -the unifs
p lay f ac i I il ies for youn er children
more landscapin
recrealion faci I ities for teens
donrl care

social events

16. lf WPE ever
would you I

( Ran k th ree

had surplus funds, how
ike fo see -them sPent?

i n orde r of i mportance. )

40JU2010
( secon d cho i ce )

I owe r renT
f ix up the units
play faci lities for Younger ldren

more landscaPin
recreation facilities for teen
social events

Fig. 53
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55. Apart f rom play f acili-lies, are There
o+her improvements which you would
I i ke to see at WPE?

Greenspace:

landscap ing

cou rt games

benches

no

0utside of and around the

landscap in
beTter managemen-i

fences
pa int in
larger yards
sidewalks (fo bus)

Parking lots:

more pa rk i n
more visitor parking

larqer slalls
more Þ I ugc

improved pavín

belîer paTrol I ¡n

snow fence

Fig 54
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2. CH I LDREN

Do you fh i nk lhaf there shou I d be more
play facilities for young children af
WPE?

51.

examp I e:

w inter ac-i iv it ies:

skat inq
tobogga n

hockey
organ i zed games

snow p lay

summer activities:

pre-school pla
sw tno rn

sand D la

outdoor sw i mm i ng

c I imb ing

courf qames

teeler totters
a paved area
Itimaginative play"

wading pool

i ndoor sw in,m i ng

However

non-resident users

unsupervised p lay

anylh ì ng expens i ve

organ ized p lay

skat ing

No, because:

there is enough

ch i ldren v/ou ld st Ì I I p lav in the

it would attract non-residents

I would not I

you can never sat i sfy everyone

Fig. 55



52. yJh i ch ch i I dren
for more play

189

have the greatest need
faci I ities at this time?

/U605040 BO 90 100

Fig 56

53, Should Ihe play areas
ch i I dren be separated
older children?

for veny young
f rom fhose for

605040JOIUl0 70 80 90 100

fis. 57

80 90 100

Ye s because:

big children are rougher
they have dif ferenl inTerests
lillle children gei in +he way
they a I ready have Shaughnessy

No , because:

the young learn from the older
ings of different ages play togefhe,r
use fhe came f acilities

play limes can be staggered
play is only for tols

54. lf you think that there should be more
play facilities, what should They be
I i ke? (Check one. )

a number of smal ler play areas
one large cenlralized playqround
no more needed

70605040302010

+wo areas,one for older chì ldren

F i g. 58
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APPENDIX TIIREE: SUI{MARY OF DATA

The following is a summary of the data from both the
questionnaire and the observation program.
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A. DEI4OGRAPHIC DATA (Figs. 1, 2, 3 )

As indicated by the data, the population of !,ii1low

Park East is different from the Winnipeg average in significant
ways. In general, there is a much higher number of young

families than usuaI. In particular, there are many more

adults aged 20 to 39, and more children aged 0 to 9 years.

,The high number of famil-ies at wilrow park East is reflected
in Fig. 2 which shows that there is a much smaller number of
non-family households than normal. with respect to family
structure, Fig" 2 indicates a higher number of single-parent
families than in winnipeg. At willow park East, there is a

much higher incidence of households with 3 to 5 members. on

the other hand, the number of both single-member households and

large househords with six or more members is unusualry 1ow.

Fina11y, the data shows that there are more families with two

children and fewer families with three or more children than

normal.

The respondents reported a relativery broad range of
occupations. There was a high number of men employed as factory
foremen and supervisors, skilled industriar workers, service
personnel, and management supervisors. Also mentioned were

truck and bus drivers, railway workers, salesmen, post office
workers, auditors, computer analysts, and businessmen. whire
the majority of women said that they were homemakers, many

indicated that they were employed as factory workers, office
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clerks and supervisorsr teachers, and service personnel.

B. FACTORS AFFECTING SATISFACTION

1. Previous Experience and Expectations

The majority of respondents indicated that before

they had moved to Wi1low Park East, they had lived either in

the suburbs of a city (65?) or close to downtown (28e"). The

housing types mentioned most often included detached dwellings

(488) and low-rise apartments (308). Having for the most part

rented their previous dwellings (B3u ) ' respondents reported

that they had lived there for periods of one to four years on

the average. OnIy a very few people said that they had lived

in high-rise apartments, mobile homes, or on farms; only one

person reported previous experience with co-operative housing.

I.2 "Idea1" Residenti-a1 Environment (Figs. 6 ' 7 .)

Asked to describe their ideal residence, the vast

majorit.y (969) of respondents indicated that they would prefer

to own their own detached dwelling (78å) either in the suburbs

of a city (55%) or in the country (333). Nobody mentioned a

preference for duplexes, mobile homesr oI for low-rise apart-

ments. Final-Iy, only a few people (42) indicated a preference

for living close to downtovJn.

!{hen asked to indicate characteristics of a good

place in which to raise a family, respondents mentioned good
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schools (47ø"¡, lots of space (322), and. friendly neighbours
(13t). Characteristics rarely sel-ected inctuded l-ots of child-
ren, different types of people, and proximity to relatives.

1.3 Perception of Willow park East (Figs. B, g, 10.)

Most of the respondents indicated that they had moved

to tVillow Park East because of the reasonable cost (69s"). Other

reasons included friends already living there (I2z), the loca-
tion (BU ) , and the unit (62). Only a very few people mentioned

the appearance of the project or the open space. whil-e most

respondents (7 4z) had lived at l{i1low park East for an average

of two or three years, the majority (60å) expected to stay for
a maximum of only four more years.

General Satisfaction with Willow park East (Figs. 11 , 12,

13, 14. )

when asked what they liked best about wilrow park

East, the majority of respondents said that their first choice

was the rent (622), followed by the 1ocation (ge¡, the people

(8?), and the unit (8ã). Respondents' second choices incruded

the locatj-on (26t), the unit (222), and the rent (219).

when asked what they liked reast about wilrow park

East, their first choices included the way vüilIow park was run
(222), the parking (222), the appearance (16t), and the location
(169). Their second choices included the appearance (2r?) and

the parking (218).
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3. Location

3.1 General Character of Neighbourhood (Fig- 15)

t4ost respondents (70g) felt that the neighbourhood

around Willow Park East was a good place in which to raise a

family. Reasons given for this opinion included the Presence

of other children (288), the quality of community services

(2BZ), and the other residents themselves (203) . Of the 30%

who did not feel that it was a desirable neighbourhood, 282

mentioned the residents, 202 felt that the density was too

high, and 2OZ thought that the neighbourhood was too rough.

3.2 Quality of Community Services (Figs. 16 - 22.)

Asked specifically about the quality of the community

services, the majority (60?) indicated that they felt they were

quite to very good.

A series of questions was asked regarding Shaughnessy

Park Playground, the only children's facility in the neighbour-

hood. The majority (88U ) of respondents allowed their children

to play at shaughnessy Park Playground, but, in most cases'

only if accompanied by an adult or older child.

Activities and features of the playground which both

parents and children liked best included swings, wading pool,

sand pits, and slides. Respondents mentioned that they did not

like the other people who used the playground nor the climbing

structures. Upon even casual observation, Shaughnessy Park PIay-
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ground is quite heavily used by children from the whol-e area;
children in the 4 to r-o year age group seemed to like it the
best- rn most cases, older children came by themselves or in
groups while the younger children were almost always accompa-

nied by an adult or older chird. Because of the proximity of
the two places, a trip to the store was almost al-ways combined
with a visit to the playground and vice versa. From obser-
vation, it appeared that the slides, swings, and sandboxes were

the most popular with the chirdren. The climbing structures
were used much ress frequently. one definite problem with
shaughnessy park playground was the total lack of both shade
and spatial enclosure. For these reasons, the spaces around
the utility building by the wading pool were often used for
fantasy play and socializing. The wading pool itserf was a
very popular place on hot days; on many occasions, it wourd be

fuIl of children and the playground would be deserted.
The playground was not infrequently used by teenagers

as a prace to sit, tark, and meet friends; its location across
from the store made it an ideal spot for watching and being
watched. rn general, the activities of the teenagers were quite
compatible s¡ith the pray of the younger children although
occasionally boredom would inspire the attempt to wrap the swings
around the horizontal supports.

of the services provided in willow centre (located
the site), the daycare and healthcare services are only rare-
used by residents of willow park East, arthough they are quite

on

1y
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heavily used by the neighbourhood in general. The storer or¡

the other hand, is the only one in the area and is used frequent-

1y by almost everyone. Usually open from 9 until 9, the store

attracts a steady stream of children and adul-ts many of whom

walk or rid.e bicycles.

3.3 Transportation and Movement (Figs. 23 26.)

Not surprisingly, 722 of respondents reported that

they almost always had the use of a car while 762 rarely or

only occasionally took the bus. While most people said that

Willow park East was conveniently located (relative to the work-

place), those who regularly drove thought it was more conve-

nient than those who usually relied upon public transit.

Observation confirmed the importance of the personal

vehicle in this neighbourhood and the relative insignificance

of public transit. Although a few adults were observed walk-

ing here and there (usually to t,he store and back) ' the great

majority of pedestrians in the area were the children themselves.

When they were not walkirg, children v¡ere observed using a great

many different types of wheeled toys: bicycles, tricycles'

skateboards, and a whole range of coLourful toy trucks, tractors,

and wagons.
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4. Control

4.L Territorial Control

4.Ia Privacy (Figs . 2-I , 28. )

with the exception of noise transmission through

walls, few people reported that they experienced privacy
problems within their units. This general response was sub-

stantiated through observation by noting that for the most part
window brinds, curtains, and other doors were left open. Re-

sidents apparently did not normalJ-y feel "invad.ed." by passers-

by or children outside their units.
Many people, although not a cl_ear majority, indi-

cated that they often wished that their patios offered them

greater privacy. Analysis of the responses showed that people

whose patios faced onto the street expressed a greater desire
for more privacy than those whose patios faced the greenspace.

There was some evidence that residents had attempted to increase
the privacy of their patios through the construction of addition-
al fences and, in some cases, by means of minor pranting.

4.lb Behavioural- Control in public Spaces (Fig. 29.)

when asked about their experience with vandalism at
willow Park East, the majority (57%) reported that they had

never had any trouble at all. of the 438 who said that they

had, many mentioned. damage to units, landscape materials, and
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vehicles, and the theft of tools and toys. It was suggested

by many residents that vandalism at Willow Park East was caused

by children from Gilbert Park. However, after locating the

report.s of vandalism on a site planr Do pattern emerged which

could be used to support this view. Rather than being clustered.

on the side of Willow Park East adjacent to Gilbert Park' the

incidents of vandalism were scattered throughout the site.

The majority (55å) of respondents reported that the

noise of children playing out,side their units did not bother

them. Of those who said that they were bothered, most mentioned

the parking lot side of the unit. Children v/ere most often

observed playing in the parking lots; much of this play occurred

on the little front yards right under the ki-tchen windows

and by the front doors. hlhen this play got "out of hand",

residents appeared to be able to control it. Most parents

(572) indicated that they insist that their young children PIay

close to their unit, while 34e. reported that they usually 9o

outside with them. OnIy 103 of parents did not worry about

where their children were playing, confident that others would

be watching them.

Asked whether it bothered them if non-residents used

t,he greenspace, the majority (658) of respondents said that they

could never telt who lived at 9li11ow Park East and who did not-

A minority (35å) either did not care or felt that there was

nothing that you could d.o about it anyways. During informal
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conversations, some residents reported that occasionarly non-
residents did in fact come over to play baseball at Wil1ow park

East and that conflicts had resulted. However, no conflicts
of this type were noted during the period of observation.

4.lc Safety and Security (Fig. 33.)

when asked about their personar safety after dark,
respondents indicated that they felt most safe in the parking
lots, moderately safe in the greenspace, and l-east safe on the
streets. During the observation period, it was noted that the
volume of pedestrian traffic coincided $¡ith the residents' per-
ception of safety: highest in the parking rots, mod.erate in
the greenspace, and lowest in the streets.

rt was observed that residents regularly left tooIs,
toys, bikes and trikes, furniture, and barbeques out in their
yards and patios. Despite the reports of theft, a great many

people evidently felt secure enough to leave these easily trans-
ported objects out over night.

4.2 Management Control (Figs . 34, 35, 36. )

Member participation in the actuar management of
Vtillow Park East was very 1ow; a large majority (908) reported
that they rarely or only occasionally attended management meet-
ings. During the observation period, two board meetings, open

to the membership, were attended at which onry 4 to 7 members
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were present. Respondents also reported that the credibility

of the Board of Directors was quite low; the majority (622)

stated that they rarely or only occasionally felt that their

views were considered by management.

It was evident from observation that relativeJ-y few

people had attempted to enhance the appearance of their units

and/ox yards. Resident-initiated site development was limited
in the great majority of cases to flowers and vegetablesr €tn

occasional shrub, and very smaIl and inexpensive fences. Dur-

ing informal conversations, many residents expressed the view

that site development around units was the responsibility of

"management" and not of the residents themselves.

However, when asked how they felt about the ideas

behind Co-operative Housing, the vast majority (924) expressed

satisfactj-on. Of these, 622 pointed to the low rent as the

main advantage; others gave more idealistic reasons such as

the principle of co-operation, and. the potential for indivi-

duals to assume responsibility.

tr Recreation and Services (Figs . 37 , 38, 39. )

5.1 Recreation

In the questionnaire, respondents were asked to indi-

cate their preferred outdoor activities and to give details

where possible on the aetivities of children and teenagers.

In addition, alL groups were carefully observed and their
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activities noted. The forrowing is a brief srunmary of how

people of different ages used the site.

5.la Young Children

some of the activities of young chi-rdren have ar-
ready been mentioned in the discussion of shaughnessy park

Playground (see section 3.2). On the site of Willow park

East, the youngest children (z to 5 years) were observed to be

most frequently playing in and around the parking lots. The

location of their play appeared to be determined by the proxi-
mity to the entrances of their units, the presence of adults
and/or older children, paved surfaces, and ',reference', objects.
The latter refer to space-defining objects such as the units,
trees, vehicles, the ends of groups of units, and corners of
bays. very few children of this age group were ever seen in
the open greenspace except for short excursions along a path
or while moving from one bay to another. There were three
major types of aetivities which characterized the play of this
age grouP:

1. Vüheeled toys and trikes - moving around for its
own sake, sometimes aLone, often in groups; move-ment sometimes involves round-trip circuits
around Èhe parking lots or, Iess irequently,
around groups of units,
Ground toys small trucks, blocks, marbles,
board games, elc. are played with directly onthe ground; this play mosÈ often occurs on thedoorstep or other reference objects; paved sur-faces and loose dirt were used with equat fre-quency,

2.
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!{ater play - usually occurring in groups, it
involved hoses, sprinklers, anð./or inflatable
swimming pools; this was especially popular dur-
ing hot weather.

5.Ib Older Children

Older children (ø to 9 years) were observed to be

engaged in activities which were both more complex and involved

larger territories. Although these children tended to use the

greenspace and the streets more than the younger children'

their play was still very much focused in the parking lots.

Activities generally were both initiated and terminated in the

parking lots.
Other points of interest in the neighbourhood includ-

ed the store, Shaughnessy Park Playground, the school, and

friends' houses in other parts of the area. There was a great

deal of movement to and from these points of interest both on

foot and by bicycle. Moving around was an important activity

in itself although it was often combined with sitting, talking,

and other games. Going to the store and back was rarely a

straight forward procedure for people in this age group.

Compared with the younger children, there seemed to

be a greater emphasis on competitive and team sports, especially

baseball. These games tended to occur in the greenspace' but

close to the units in spaces which viTas usually too sma1l and.

cramped. Although this caused occasional conflicts ttith neigh-

bours, children appeared to be reluctant to move their game out

)
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into the greenspace any more than they had to.

5.lc Teenagers

Respondents reported that they thought teenagers
spent most of their spare time in sunmer hanging around (462)

or playing various sports (222). Relatively few teenagers were

actually seen using the site at will_ow park East. The most sig-
nificant activities observed included working on cars in the
parking lots, driving or walking to the store, and, occasional_-
Iy' sitting around in groups. There r^rere only isorated in-
stances of small groups of teenagers throwing barls or f,risbes
in the greenspace or parking rots. rt would appear that
members of this age group spend a great deal of their time at
places other than Willow park East.

Respondents mentioned that in wi-nter most teenagers
stayed indoors (322), played hockey (242) t ot hung around (IBa) .

5.ld Adults

when asked what they like doing outside in summer,

respondents mentioned barbeque (322), working in the yard (18Z),

sitting around with friends (18a), and. playing with the children
(184). only a few mentioned sports, jogging, hiking, or work-
ing on their cars. rn winter, respondents said that they rare-
ly went outside (408) or if they did, it was onry to shovel
snov¡ (259).
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Like their children, adults were most frequently
observed in the parking lots where they sat out with a few

friends, worked on their carsr or worked in the yard. They

were also observed, less frequently, in their patios where they
sunbathed, sat with friends, cooked, or dj-d gardening. only on

two occasions were adults observed praying soccer or baseball_

in the greenspacei in both instances, only two or three persons

were invorved. rt was reported by residents that adurts did
play semi-organized baseball in the greenspace. However, this
$/as never actually observed. Adults from lvillow park East

were seen playing league baseball- at Shaughnessay park.

Asked what they would like to do in the greenspace

but could not for lack of facilities, adults mentioned swimming

(332), tennis (30å), and court games (15?) in summer, and

skating (403), tobagganing (202) t ot nothing (2OZ) in the winter.

5.2 Other Services

5.2a Parking Lots (Figs . 40 , 41. )

In the questionnaire, the majority of people reported

that they liked the parking lots because they could see their
cars from their units (563) and because they could park con-

veniently close (388). During the observati-on period, it was

noted that people generally kept a close watch on their vehicles
and that they could. quite easily control the behaviour of
children playing near their cars. However, people reported
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that they did not like the parking lots because they felt they

were dangerous for children (42ø"¡, noisy and smelly (20*) , and

that they were too sma1l both in size and capacity (20?).

Despite the fact that so many children played in the parlting

lotsr rro significant conflicts or "near-misses" were observed;

both the volume and the speed of traffic was very low. There

did seem to be problems with the size and number of parking

stalls; it was not unusual to see three cars parked in a space

designed for four. There were extra stalls avairable for
recreational vehicles and second vehicles, but these were limit.-
ed in number. since there lvas no space for visitor parking in
the parkj-ng lots themselves, visitor parking occurred on the

surrounding streets.

5.2b Garbage

Bins for garbage were located in wooden enclosures

at the entrances to each parking 1ot. Typically, there never

seemed to be sufficient capacity in the bins; the enclosures

were often messy and in disrepair. This problem was menÈioned.

by a number of people in the questionnaire. contrary to expec-

tatj-on, the garbage bins and sheds were seldom used by children
for crimbing or other pray. occasionally, one or two children
would go exploring to see what was "¡lew", but usually this did
noÈ occupy them for long.

lVith the exception of the garbage enclosures, Ëhe

area around the store, and the bus-stopr the entire project was
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generalÌy very free of litter and gave the appearance of being

looked after, ât least in that respect.

6. Unit Design and Organization

6.1 Unit Design

6.la Interior (Fig. 42.)

When asked what they liked best about the inside of
their units, respondents mentioned the number of rooms (422)

and the living room (18u ). Features receiving 1ow ratings
incruded the amount of storage and the finishes. A few people

mentioned that the windows were too smalI, the kitchen and eat-
ing areas were awkward, and that the construction of the units
had been poor in the first place.

6.lb Exterior (Figs . 43, 44, 45. )

When asked what they liked best about their units,
the majority (66?) of respondents said that they 1iked their
patios best. Other features mentioned included the front
door and entrance (133) and the general appearance (I3U ).
Peop1e said that they used their patios for barbeques (38?),

sitting out with friends (168), and for children's play (142).

Observation confirmed that these three activities did commonly

occur in the patios. Hovrever, there was no question but that
the parking lot sides of the units were much more heavily used

than the patios themselves; on at least one occasion, people
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were observed having barbeques on the parking lot side. A

majority of respondents also reported that they frequently or
almost always wished that their patios were larger.

6.2 Organization of Units (Fig. 46.)

Asked whether guests or del_ivery peopre ever expressed
difficulty in finding units, respondents did not indicate
a clear choice. However, when responses were located on the
site plan, two patterns emerged. First, those units whose

patios face the street showed less incidence of confusion than
the project as a whole. rt was noted that the residents of
many of these units had mounted their addresses on the patio
fences. second, the residents of the two bays adjacent to
willow Park lvest indicated an incidence of confusion which

was greater than for the project as a whol_e; in these cases,
it is noted that access to the parking lots is via the roop-
roads of wiIlow Park west rather than via the pubric streets.

rt has been mentioned above that because there was

no visi-tor parking in the parking lots, visitors were required
to park on the streets. consequentry, it was observed that
visitors, if they were calring at units in the interior of the
project, would slip between groups of units into the parking
lots and knock on the front door of their host's unit. on the
other hand, if they were visiting a unit which backed onLo the
street, visitors would quite often knock and enter through the
patio and Èhe living room doors. on one occasion, a person was
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aud.ibly startled by an unexpected visitor knocking on the liv-

ing room door.

The orientation of the units to sun and. wind appeared

to influence when and where people sat outside. Not sur-

prisingly, on cool days, people wouLd tend to sit out on which

ever side of their unit was sunny; on warm days, the opposite

was true. However, in spite of this, many more people were

seen sitÈing out on the parking lot side than on the patio side.

Apparently, if the parking lot was too hot or too cold, many

people would rat,her stay indoors than sit in the patio.

7. Tmage and Appearance

7 .L Appearance and Maintenance (Figs . 47 , 48. )

Asked to judge the appearance of various portions of

the neighbourhood and project, people gave the highest rating

to the greenspace of Willow Park East followed by Wiltow Park

East in general, the parking lots, the neighbourhood, and the

units (in that ord.er). With respect to the maintenance of these

places, respond.ents rated them in the same order. However, in

general, respondents indicated higher val-ues for the l-evels of

maintenance than of appearance. From observation, the quality

of maintenance at Willow Park East was moderately good. Two

exceptions to this included the garbage enclosures, mentioned

above, and the parts of the greenspace used for the storage of

snov¡ from the parking lots. These areas, in Springr were
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covered in litter, debris, and sand and had suffered damage to
the turf. However, these areas were cleaned up and restored
as well as possible.

The maintenance of yards and units by residents
varied greatly in quality from one extreme to another. while
some yards were immacurate, others displayed studied neglect.
However, the general leveI of maintenance of units and yards

was fairly good. It should be mentioned that yard maintenance

only consisted of cut.ting a very smarr piece of lawn on the
parking lot sid.e of units.

In the questionnaire and during informal conver-
sations, many people remarked that they were quite disappointed

with the appearance of Vüillow park East; most often mentioned

lvas the armost total lack of landscape variety and texture.

7.2 Self-Expression/Corporate Image (Fig. 49.)

When asked whether they

all the same or all different, the

indicated that they did not care.

preferred the yards and units all
them all the same.

From observation, it
do not take an active interest
their yards or units at Willow

very few cases where residenÈs

most minor alterations. These

prefer the units and yards

largest percentage (3BZ)

Of those who did care, 35?

different while 272 liked

appears that. people in general

in personalizing or enhancing

Park East. There are only a

have undertaken more than the

include exterior lighting,
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pavers, shrubs, vegetables, flowers, and very small fences.

There is a very strong architectural identity to the

project which at present overpowers almost all existing efforts

of individuals. All units at Willow Park East are identical,

except for a colour difference between the first and second

stages. Moreover, the units are arranged i-n groups of four,

six, or eight, with little or no attempt to create any spatial

variety through "pushing and pulling" units or "turningt

corners tt .

With the exception of Willow Centre, there are no

signs on the property to identify the project or its unique

form of tenure. The entrances to parking lots are not identi-

fied with either signs or other more symbolic elements. How-

ever, the addresses to units are clearly marked on the mail-

boxes on the parking lot side and, in many cases, on the fences

of units which back onto the streets.

8. Opportunities for Social Interaction (Figs. 50, 51.)

When asked how many people they knew well enough

to say "helIo" to, respondents said that in general they knew

more people in their own bay than in the Project as a whole.

Asked to indicate on a site plan the units of friends at Willow

Park East, respondents showed that t,he great majority of their

friends and acquaintances lived in their own bay.

Most respondents reported that they met people through
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their children (448) or while working around outside (38Z).

A few people mentioned while working on their cars and at
management meetings.

Observation confirmed that the greatest potential for
interaction existed in the parking lots. Àctivities included

children's pray, vehicle maintenance, arrival and departure,

load.ing and. unloading, receiving guests, and sitting out.
These activities generated the conditions which apparently

lead to interaction.

A second major activity place was the area around

the store and Shaughnessy Park Playground (including the routes

through willow Park East to the store). There was a constant

stream of children and adults going to and from the store all
day long. considerable interaction was observed. among people

shopping at the store, hanging around outside the store, and

playing at the playground.

Vùith the exception of Tyndall Avenue in front of the

store, the streets $/ere particularly devoid of people doing

the kind.s of things which can lead to interaction. Although

one respondent mentioned that they met people while waiting
for buses, never more than four or five people were ever

observed at the bus stop at one time.

It appeared t,hat, the leve1 of activity in the major

parts of the greenspace v¡as too low and too dispersed to
stimulate interaction. However, there was some interaction
along the walkways and among people using their patios.
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c. EXPRESSED NEEDS AND GOALS

1. General (Figs . 52, 53, 54. )

Asked how they would like to see surplus funds spent,

respondents mentioned lower rent (34%), fixing the units (322) ,

and play facilities (239) for their first choices. Second

choice responses indicated the same priorities. When asked

specifically about improvements in the open space at Willow

Park East (apart from play facilities) ¡ respondents mentioned

more landscaping in the greenspace (B4g), more landscaping

around the units (389), and more and larger parking stalls

in the parking lots (65å).

2. Children (Figs. 55, 56, 57, 58.)

The large majority of respondents (84?) thought

that there should be more play facilities at Willow Park East.

For winter, they suggested skating (484), tobagganing (322) ,

and hockey (14?). For summer, they suggested "pre-school play"

(242), swinging (14å) , and sand play (129) . A few people

indj-cated that they would not Like to see non-resident users,

swimmingr or skating. The respondents who said that they

did not want more play facilities gave reasons which included

"there is enough already", "children would still play in t.he

parking lots", "non-residents would be attracted", and "you

cannot satisfy everyone".
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lvhen asked which age group of chir-dren have the
greatest need for pray facilities, respondents mentioned 3_5

years (462) and 6-10 years (232). Most respondents (58?) felt
that the pJ-ay areas for younger children should be separated
from those for older children. The main reason stated for
this opinion was that older children are often too rough for
the younger ones. Those who disagreed. argued that the young
children learn from playing with the order ones and arso that
siblings of different ages often pray together. The majority
of respondents (742) fert that there should be a number of pray
areas distributed throughout the greenspace; 222 of respondents
thought that there should only be one large play area for all
of ÌVi1low Park East.
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